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Grocers across the country are eagerly anticipating
Canada’s premier grocery conference and trade show this
October 16th and 17th at the Toronto Congress Centre.
The conference kicks off with a keynote from Ken Wong,
professor of marketing at Queen’s University, on the subject
of how new technologies, consumer buying behaviour and
corporate concentration rates have dramatically altered distribution agreements and at
what cost. This is followed by a presentation from John Pecman, commissioner of
competition — Competition Bureau.
Attendees can then break into concurrent workshops. Marketing Magazine’s Editor-inChief Shane Schick will help you to learn a simple but proven way to generate truly
breakthrough thinking for your organization. Avinash Chidambaram, vice-president,
product & platform development at Interac will provide insights into the rise of mobile
payments. Steve Horwood, vice-president of sales and operations at Neelands Refrigeration
will discuss pending climate change legislation and how it will impact store design,
maintenance and sustainability. Ken Wong will also provide a presentation on what
smaller firms should exploit, what larger firms should fear, and how it affects suppliers.
While on the trade show floor, attendees can go to the Insights & Innovations
Stage to catch Korean grocer Galleria Supermarket’s category manager Chris Yu talk
about fermented foods. Maple Leaf recipe developer Samantha Lazuric will be
demoing creative and innovative recipes for utilizing hot dogs in the off season.
Carman Allison, Nielsen vice-president of consumer insights discusses how centrestore brands can increase their sales.
The keynote speaker for the following day is Jeff Swearingen, senior vicepresident, PepsiCo, who will outline how it is possible, to understand your
shoppers like your neighbours, and to translate highly granular insights into
assortment, merchandising and marketing plans.
Mark Baum, chief collaboration officer, Food Marketing Institute will conduct
a “Super Session” discussing “Trends Driving Change”: Impacts and Opportunities
for Food Retailers”.
That afternoon, attendees can once again go to the Insights & Innovations
stage to hear Suthamie Poologasingham present exclusive data and insights on
how Canadians are shopping online.
Of course, this is all over and above
the regular award presentations and the
many opportunities for networking that
attendees will have.
Be sure to attend!
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market update
Cindy Mahoney Named President of
Hallmark Canada
Cindy Mahoney, vice-president, Hallmark licensing, has been named president, Hallmark Canada. Mahoney will replace Paul Murphy who has been
named general manager – Crayola Canada. In this role, Mahoney will partner
with leading retail customers in the Canadian marketplace and provide direction for the greetings category, retail execution, visual merchandising, marketing and other business support functions.

Belmont Meats Names New Vice-President
Belmont Meats has appointed an additional vice-president to help chart the
company’s continued growth across Canada and the United States.
Doug Oakey has been promoted to the position of vice-president, retail sales
North America, from his previous position as a senior sales director. He has
more than 25 years’ experience as a senior executive management professional
in the protein business. He joined Belmont in 2012 as the senior director of business development and currently leads its North America retail division.

Kruger Products Wins 2016 Walmart Vendor
Sustainability Award
Kruger Products has received Walmart Canada’s sixth-annual Vendor Sustainability Award. The
award recognizes a company’s sustainability efforts and achievements and applauds its assistance in helping Walmart reach its own sustainability goals. Kruger Products was selected for this
prestigious honour from more than 100 other suppliers.
Over the years, Kruger Products has focused on reducing its environmental impact while
increasing its ‘green’ line of products. Conserving energy, reducing emissions and decreasing
water consumption has allowed the company to exceed the expectations of its stakeholders.

I-D Foods
Expands Western
Operations
Philip Issenman, president of I-D
Foods has announced the opening
of a new western Canada distribution centre at 7151 44ST. SE. unit
A115 in Calgary.
According to Dominic Schiraldi,
vice-president, sales, Ontario and
Western Canada, “Our west business
has increased immensely during the
past five years to almost double as a
direct result of organic growth/ new
brand acquisition and also most
importantly execution.” The company
has most recently added lines such as
Tabasco/Nandos and Pataks.
The company, he says, needed a
larger facility to accommodate this

Star Marketing Appoints Lacroix
Jean-Philippe (JP) Lacroix has been appointed vice-president of sales
east for Star Marketing. Star Marketing was incorporated in 1977 and the
focus was solely Western Canada. Today, the company is now servicing a
much larger geographic area. Up until now, Paul Hatlen has been responsible for our growth in Eastern Canada, as well the National Accounts with
head offices located in Ontario. “By adding Lacriox to our team, we feel this
will give us the greatest chance for success. At Star Marketing we have
coined the phrase, “Investing in Momentum”, and that is exactly what we
are doing with JP,” says, Kyle Leslie, vice-president, business development.

Polar Industries Becomes TransCold Services Ltd.
Polar Industries will be changing its name to TransCold Services Ltd. The company name change reflects the new ownership
and brings the Polar business into the TransCold brand.
TransCold Services Ltd. will be made up of two divisions:
TransCold Refrigeration and TransCold Electric. Each division will
focus on their respective industries but will work seamlessly to provide comprehensive refrigeration and electrical solutions to customers.
As part of the company rebranding, new logos and a tagline has been created - “Refrigeration,
Cold Storage & Electric Contractors” — which is now part of TransCold corporate identity.

exceptional growth allowing them
to serve customers in a more timely
and efficient way.
“We will also be adding a “Pack
All” division. This will be used mainly to build shipper displays / half
and full pallet displays specifically
for theme promotions and secondary store placements.”
I-D Foods has a total of 35 team
members servicing the entire western business.
Photo courtesy of Riverwood Photography

PRANA Obtains B-Corporation Certification
PRANA, a Quebec company founded in 2005 by the husband and wife team of Marie-Josée Richer and Alon Farber
that offers certified organic, vegan, gluten-free, preservative-free and gmo-free snacks, is now one of the few Canadian companies to have attained B-Corporation certification. As such, PRANA joins a new global movement of people
using business to positively change the way things are done, with a mission to promote wholesome living through
good nourishment. B-Corp certified since May 2015, PRANA looks to develop a code of ethics based on transparency
and continuous improvement. In accordance with certification requirements, the company has since fixed social
objectives, as much with regards to communicating company values and its mission as to its choice of partners or
environmental involvement.
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market update
Belmont Meats Celebrates
50 years of Quality, Innovation
Half a century after opening its doors, Toronto-based Belmont
Meats is continuing to serve up a remarkable culinary success
story. The same commitment to quality and innovation that helped
Belmont establish a loyal customer base when it launched in 1966 is fueling the company’s
growth as it celebrates its 50th anniversary.
“We’re excited to mark such an important milestone this year and very proud of the legacy
we’ve created as a company,” said Belmont CEO Paul Roach. “We believe in making safe,
affordable, great-tasting food choices available to everyone.

Hussmann Launches New Insight Product Platform
Hussmann has introduced Insight, a new display
case platform that addresses important food retail
concerns around food quality, sustainability, retail
performance and merchandising. Insight is the new
standard in display case technology that holds more
accurate product temperatures, has better energy
efficiency and is easier to install, clean and service.
“We wanted Insight to directly answer the most
pressing needs of food retailers and the most important desires of customers shopping in their stores,”
said Mike Higgins, senior vice-president, marketing,
strategic planning and business development. “So
before designing the new product, we consulted with both retailers and shoppers. The insights
they provided during our discussions guided our team throughout the development process. The
result is a new medium temperature refrigerated display case platform for produce, meat and
dairy that will change retailer expectations of a “standard refrigerated display case.”

Bothwell Cheese
Appointments
Bothwell Cheese has filled two newly created positions: Sarah Pelland, manager, trade marketing, and
Krystal Stigander, marketing and communications
coordinator. (left to right) Krystal Stigander and Sarah Pelland.
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Buy-Low Golf Classic
Raises $84,000 for
Variety - The
Children’s Charity
On July 20th, more than 280 golfers and
dozens of volunteers came out in support
of the 20th annual Buy-Low Foods Golf
Classic at Surrey’s Northview Golf and
Country Club, and raised $84,000 for Variety - The Children’s Charity.
The funds help Variety step in where
health care ends to provide direct support
to children in B.C. with special needs. Variety covers the costs of medical care and
services, mobility and communication
equipment and therapies, and education
and experiences that foster development,
when those costs exceed what is covered
by public or private health care plans.
“Partnerships with organizations like
Buy-Low are essential for Variety, and
we’re honoured to be their charity of
choice,” says Kristy Gill, Variety’s executive
director. “Together as a team we can truly
make a difference, ensuring children in B.C.
with special needs have the support they
need to triumph over their challenges and
achieve their unique potential.”
“We made a commitment 50 years ago
to give back to the people we serve, and
our long-time partnership with Variety has
given us the opportunity to do just that,”
says Dan Bregg, president of Buy-Low
Foods. “The annual Buy-Low/Variety Golf
Classic is a product of the passion and
commitment of a lot of people at Buy-Low,
but it could not happen without the support of our suppliers and partners who are
an integral part of the team. We all take
great pride in working together to make a
difference in the community.”
The event is one of a number of fundraisers for Variety supported by Buy-Low
Foods, including the Gold Heart Campaign,
Picnic in the Park, Boat for Hope and the
annual Market & Auction at the Westin
Bayshore, slated this year for November
27th. To date, Buy-Low’s support represents over $3 million for Variety.
Variety wants to help more families with
children who have special needs and
encourages families to call 604-320-0505
or apply for a grant online at variety.bc.ca.

holiday merchandising

By Carolyn Camilleri

CANADIAN FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT GROCERS

5 REASONS YOUR STORE WILL
BENEFIT FROM A CFIG MEMBERSHIP

1
2

GOVERNMENT ADVOCACY
CFIG is the only Canadian association that represents
and protects the interests of over 4000 independent
and franchised grocers at the provincial and federal
government level.

3
5

NEWS

KEEP UP TO

BUILD

REPUTATION

Get recognized through exclusive
scholarships and retail awards.

EXCLUSIVE

DISCOUNTS
On the services you need to succeed
like training, consultation, award
entry, and admission to our trade
shows.

DATE

Get instant alerts about food recalls,
advocacy and regulatory informs. Also
receive our monthly newsletter.

NETWORK AND

SHARE BEST PRACTICES
Continue your professional
development at seminars, events, and
tradeshows.

For more information visit www.cfig.ca

I
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t’s coming. The busiest and most profitable time of year is right around the corner: Holiday Season.
But you need to be ready with a store-wide holiday strategy and, part of that, means thinking about
what you are up against. The Euromonitor report, Grocery Retailers in Canada (Jan 2016), says
overall grocery retailing was active in 2015, with grocery retailers registering two per cent current value growth, reaching C$140.3 billion.
WWW.WESTERNGROCER.COM 11

Creative cross-merchandising is one way
to create a distinctive experience and can
include grocery and well-chosen nongrocery items. After all, this is the season of
impulse buying and busyness, and the more
items customers can cross off their lists in
your store, the better for you. But nongrocery items have to make sense. For

The Holiday Season is the busiest and most profitable season,
but a store-wide strategy is key.

“One factor driving growth was the growing focus on health
and wellness, which supported value sales,” states the report.
“On the other hand, as the competition intensified, retailers
strug-gled to provide consumers with a distinctive consumption
experience.”
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example, grouping everything
needed to cook a turkey, from
roasters and turkey lifters to
basters, thermometers, and potato
mashers, or creating an attractive display of
baking tools and ingredients.
The goal is to engage customers with helpful suggestions and
solutions, which has another benefit, especially in the
perimeter. Mintel’s Grocery Store Perimeter Canada March 2016
Executive Summary says higher food costs, a weak Canadian
dollar, and record debt mean shoppers are feeling a pinch.
Retailers need to grow the appeal of perimeter products, while
detracting from prices.
“Enhancing the shopping experience by blurring the line
between retail and leisure may be an effective way to encourage
en-gagement,” the report states.
That means entertaining customers with attractive crossmerchandising displays, preparation tips, sampling, and demos.
And don’t forget the guys!
“Keeping customers engaged at the perimeter may mean
catering more to men,” says the Mintel perimeter report. “As a
consumer group, they are highly valuable to grocery retailers.
Specifically, men make up a significant proportion of the customer
base and are less likely to be price-focused than women.”
This fits in well with what Anthony Morello, president of
Aurora Importing and Distributing, describes as a very positive
and encouraging move toward “value for money” versus “just
give me the cheapest product.”
“Quality sells and a lot of retailers are starting to understand
the value behind authenticity of product as well as the
importance of engaging the consumer by telling a story about
the history or unique differentiation of a product,” says Morello.
“More and more people want to know where their food comes from
and the quality that stands behind it,” says Morello. “And what a
tremendous opportunity to share those stories with consumers who
will, in turn, share those stories with friends and family as they
entertain during this key gathering period.”

Cross-merchandising and demos are a great way of entertaining customers and increasing sales

It also is a way for conventional
and premium grocers to distinguish
themselves from discounters, who,
Morello says, clearly and rightfully
differentiate themselves with the price
messaging as their go-to market strategy.
Engaging customers with demonstrations is a simple, effective way to
deliver maximum results with minimal
effort. Morello says Fiasconaro Panettone,
which retails around $40.00, sells out
every year.
“It comes from telling the story,
engaging the consumer, and sampling
the product to allow the consumer to
taste the difference,” says Morello.
“Promoting and advertising these great
products is great, but it all has to come
to life in store though prominent
displays, use of prepacks, and people
who are knowledgeable of the stories
behind the product.”
Another example is Baci chocolate. “We
offer one of our four chefs to come in store

Entertaining customers
with attractive
cross-merchandising
displays, preparation
tips, sampling,
and demos.
and make fresh Baci chocolates on site to
create excitement in store, engage the
consumer, create an experience, and tell
the unique and timeless story of Baci and
what makes it the No.1 chocolate in Italy,”
says Morello.
Another example of a product with a
story is Rose’s Shortbread, made by hand in
Vancouver by Scottish-born Rose-Marie
Fraser. It’s a young business, about a year
old says Rose’s husband Wayner Fraser.
Distribution is currently in B.C. but it is
growing quickly — formally and informally.
14 WWW.WESTERNGROCER.COM

INNOVATION

that’s amazingly cool

This new, innovative card collection features fun themed refrigerators that open up
to reveal deliciously sweet characters singing and dancing to lighthearted, original
birthday music. With warm, playful messages and cute, whimsical illustrations,
these cards have all the ingredients for the happiest celebrations. It’s one more way
Carlton Cards is working to make the world a more thoughtful and caring place.
For an up close view, contact Carlton Cards at 1-800-663-CARD

Product Showcase
Here are some items that retailers
should have in stock for consumers
to stock up on this holiday.

Brand Best Sellers
Maria DiLeo from Nestlé says retailers who merchandise
by brand block are best in class and
drive the strongest results. Ensure
the largest brands and items are
merchandised in prominent
spaces within seasonal sets
and displays. Drive traffic,
increase purchase intent
and build baskets, with fun,
exciting displays leveraging
POS materials, festive
decorations, music.

“I know people are buying the shortbread and sending it to
people across Canada,” says Fraser. “There’s an informal network
— a railroad, if you will — of people taking our product and
sending it to Montreal, Toronto, Ottawa, and into the States.”
Consultants and research have told the Frasers to expect
between 60 and 75 per cent of their sales from November
through Christmas and past Valentine’s Day. However, Fraser says
even in what should be the slowest season for shortbread, they
are busy because they engage customers with demos.
Dates are another product that experience higher holiday
sales.“We do see a significant upswing in Natural Delights date
sales during the holiday season,” says Jonathan Gottfried, brand
manager, Bard Valley Date Growers. “Consumers make date and
nut bread with them and use them in a wide variety of
appetizers when entertaining. With most retailers, we see an
increase of 20 per cent or more over our normal volume.”
Dates, as well as other products, easily fit into other areas. In
the produce aisle, think holiday-themed salads with dried fruit,
nuts, gourmet oils and vinegars, dips, and salad dressings, as
well as appetizer platters and baskets of specialty cheese,
crackers, olives, and other savoury treats.

Handmade from a Family Recipe
Every piece of Rose’s Shortbread is handmade and follows the same recipe that has been
passed down through Rose-Marie
Fraser’s family for generations.
Fame is growing rapidly as
distribution expands from
Vancouver, throughout the
province, and across the
country. Perfect three-piece
gift and snack packs in
original, caramel, lemon, and
triple chocolate flavours.

Great Food has no Borders
Fiasconaro Panettone is gifted more than
it is consumed by most purchasers.
The quality packaging, unique
presentation, and first-class
quality delivers a tremendous
value for the money that has
seen sales grow by 30 per
cent every year consistently
over the last three years. The
same can be said for Baci
Chocolate.

Holiday Flavour Boost
Spice up holiday meals with authentic
all-natural, vegetarian meals and
flavourings from Indianlife
Foods. Pure Indian ghee, and
Indianlife’s new spice blends
add magic to Indian cooking.
New labelling on concentrated
cooking sauces give added
shelf presence. And three
new chutneys have been
added to that line.
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In the holiday aisle, think holidaythemed salads with dried fruit,
nuts, gourmet oils and vinegars.
“Holiday date trays make a great, impulse buy for gift giving
or when consumers are shopping for unique items for
entertaining,” says Gottfried.

Sweets and snacks:
Don’t forget the Trends
Even in the holiday season, health remains important. The
Euromonitor Report, Grocery Retailers in Canada (Jan 2016), says for
the period 2015 to 2020, the increased importance consumers are
placing on healthy eating is expected to continue and be reflected
across the grocery landscape. Increases in sales are expected to be
driven by higher unit prices rather than an increase in purchases.
“There is no doubt that the trend to more healthy snacking is
strongly on the rise,” says Chuck Corrigan brand manager at CB
Powell. “And consumers are more willing to pay premium for the
real/perceived health benefits.”

Product Showcase
Here are some items that retailers
should have in stock for consumers
to stock up on this holiday.

Deliver a Christmas Gift that
Dazzles with Twirly Treasures™
Carlton Cards introduces innovative music-and-motion
gift card holders, featuring keepsake boxes that open to reveal a
musical, spinning gift card.
Simply attach the card with
the clip provided, close the
box, and share to make anyone’s day super-special! With
adorable illustrations, celebratory copy, this presentation
makes giving gift cards an art!

Family Favourites

The NPD Food for Thought Report “Food and Beverage Habits
to Expect in 2016” says more than 30 per cent of consumers are
cautious about preservatives and additives, and GMOs are listed
as the fastest-growing food-related concern between 2011 and
2013. The report also says consumers appear to understand that
not all fats are created equally and have returned to foods once
derided for having too much fat, such as eggs and oils. However,
sugar is now the top ingredient adults avoid. While sweet
consumption will increase for the holidays, you may win points
with alternatives, like Natural Delights Date Rolls, which make
great stocking stuffers, and regular dates for baking.
“We are seeing a lot more consumers using dates as a
substitute for sugar in desserts,” says Gottfried. “Consumers
make their own date paste and then mix it into cake and cookie
batters in place of sugar. By using dates as a sugar substitute,
consumers are getting a serving of fruit and adding more
nutrition to their desserts and treats.”
Nuts are another healthy option, and almonds are generally
acknowledged as the healthiest nut, says Corrigan. He says
holiday shipments of Blue Diamond Almonds increase an average
of 20 per cent in October and November.
“This increase is due both to increased demand for snacking in the
holiday period, but also in response to extra demand over the heavy

Mini festive stars season in this charming snowman tin
from Walkers are made from fresh creamery butter, flour,
sugar, and salt and the tops are
dusted with crunchy brown
sugar. Classic shortbread recipe
traditionally baked in a square
and cut into fingers. Walkers
pure butter shortbread has a
perfect, crumbly melt-in-themouth texture, full butter
flavour, and just the right
amount of sweetness.

A Healthy Handful
Blue Diamond Brand Almonds, the world’s leading
almond grower/packer, has put premiumquality seasonings on premiumquality almonds. Four flavours:
Smokehouse, Wasabi, Blueberry,
Sriracha. The 43g peggable
foil pouch pack is the perfect
size for “On the Go” people
to get their “Handful of
Almonds a Day.” Available in
handy 12 ct caddy/display
packs.

Naturally Sweet and Delicious
Date rolls from Bard Valley Date Growers are made from
sweet, chewy medjool dates, nuts,
and spices. No added sugar,
nothing artificial. Three Natural
Delights Date Roll flavours:
coconut, almond, pecanpumpkin pie spiced. Perfect
healthy stocking stuffers.
The holiday tray, available
to order in October, is ideal
for holiday entertaining and
seasonal gifts.
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Refrigerated and non-refrigerated display cases such as those from Hussmann
Corporation can help with cross-merchandising throughout the store.

major sport-viewing activity, such as the Grey Cup,” says Corrigan.
“Retailers generally want to be well stocked well before ChristmasNew Year to fully capitalize in this continuous period of demand.”
Product packaging and flavour varieties have wide appeal and
encourage multiple purchase, and displays set up early maximize
visibility and rate of purchase.
“Snack items are frequently an unplanned or impulse
purchase,” says Corrigan. “Many consumers eat almonds every
day. At holiday time, they are more open to frequent purchase
for the benefit of providing ‘healthy socializing snacks’ for
friends and family.”
And over the holidays, friends and family represent another
important strategy consideration.

The Season of Giving
“The Christmas chocolate category is worth $282MM,” says Maria
DiLeo, category shopper development manager, seasonal
confectionery at Nestlé. “Last year, the category grew four per cent
WWW.WESTERNGROCER.COM 19

in revenue, and Nestlé outpaced category
growth by five per cent.”
Confectionery’s continuous growth is due to
its wide consumer appeal.
“Everyone loves chocolate whether to
gift, share, or as a treat,” says DiLeo.
“Chocolate accounts for 91 per cent of
Christmas confectionery sales. What’s
interesting to note is that the everyday
chocolate business also grew eight per
cent during the Christmas timeframe.”
Boxed chocolate is the largest segment
accounting for 69.7 per cent of chocolate
purchases, followed by novelties at 11.9 per
cent and the fastest growing at 17 per cent.
“Brands are extremely important

20 WWW.WESTERNGROCER.COM

because Christmas is rooted in strong
heritage and tradition,” says DiLeo. “There
is a trend towards tried, tested, and true
brands in specialty packaging that includes
festive cues like ribbons, bows, golds,
silver, and seasonally relevant items, such
as sleighs, snowman, ornaments etc.”
Di Leo says gifting falls into three
types: love/affection, wherin brand and
packaging are extremely important and
shoppers are less price sensitive; care/
appreciation, wherein brands are important and shoppers have medium to
low price sensitivity; and “just in case,”
wherein price and brand are important as
there is high price sensitivity.
“It is best to carry top performers at
various price points to appeal to each of
these gifting occasions,” she says. “Ensure
fair share of display by brand and
demographic segments. Since consumers
are more brand sensitive, Christmas is the
least reliant seasonal on TPR with only 35
to 44 per cent being sold at discount.”

Packaging Makes
the Gift
“Over the last several years, we have seen
a continued trend towards novelty tins for

gift giving,” says Lisa Zdunich, sales and
marketing manager, Canada, for Walkers
Shortbread. “As well, more niche items like
cakes and tarts are being sought out by
consumers. Retailers need not be overly
concerned about surpassing threshold price
points (e.g. $9.99) as consumers are
prepared to spend on quality products in
quality packaging like Walkers Shortbread
for gifts over the holidays.”

Maximize Sales with
Premium Exposure
“Many retailers do an excellent job of
holiday merchandising by creating
destinations in store where many
products are displayed,” says Zdunich.
“This makes it easy for consumers to find
what they are looking for.”
DiLeo concurs. “Shoppers look for one
main area to purchase seasonal, so it is
best to have one display area for
Christmas,” says DiLeo. “It must be in a
major traffic area, for example, after the
entrance in the produce section or at the
back of store and never in the first 10 to
15 feet of the store as this is the shopper
decompression zone. Checkout displays
should be limited to small impulse items.”

Zdunich says secondary displays are also
important as off-shelf display lends itself
well to impulse gift shopping. She also
recommends cross-merchandising novelty
tins in the floral section to entice consumers
to make a gift extra special. “This becomes
a win-win as the retailer benefits with an
increase in basket size.”
Greeting cards are an important part of
the season — and they are a high margin
in a very profitable category, says Tammy
Barrett, director, marketing and trade
development for Carlton Cards.
“Retailers can capitalize on store

traffic when they strategically position
the greeting card department 1/3 of the
way through the shopping experience,
ensuring the card department is away
from the freezers and not too close to the
doors,” says Barrett.
Keeping the greeting card area tidy
and the aisle free of cut cases and other
floor displays throughout the entire
holiday season is critical.
“Retailers can encourage extra sales by
assigning a store staff member the task
of straightening and tidying the card
department for just 15 minutes each day.

A neat and tidy department is easier to
shop and will help increase sales.”
Consistent attention is important
because Christmas is special.
“For holidays such as Valentine’s Day,
Mother’s Day, or Father’s Day, we see a huge
spike in sales the final week leading up to
the holiday – up to 75 per cent of the sales
for the season occurs in the final week,”
says Barrett. “But the number is much
different for Christmas. Only 45 per cent of
sales for the season occurs in the final week,
meaning consumers are shopping early and
consistently throughout the season.”

introducing

walkers unique twist
on a time-honoured tradition...

‘ Wobbly tins’

Carlton Cards notes
that consumers are moving
towards more personalized cards that
are special and meaningful.

The trend experts at Carlton Cards
have pulled together a collection of some
of the hottest trends for Holiday 2016,
including bold colours mixed with
traditional iconography, lots of glitz and
glam, and a mix of cards focused on
images of comfort and warmth.
Of course, display space is at a
premium, but it may be wise to schedule
periodic display changes and moves.
Mintel’s Grocery Retailing Canada
February 2015 Executive Summary says 78
per cent of consumers shop at least weekly,
including 29 per cent who do so more than
once a week. Of the high-frequency
shoppers, 43 per cent are seniors and 35
per cent are parents of children aged six to
17. Keep these shoppers engaged by shifts
in displays and shippers.
And start planning now.
“The season is heavily reliant on display
and being season-ready on November 1,”
says DiLeo. “Twenty-four per cent of
Christmas purchases occur in November, so
it is best to convert your displays straight
from Halloween into Christmas.”
With a strategy ready, your best holiday
season could be underway before your
Halloween treats have been gobbled up. ●
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yes, they really do wobble! our pure butter shortbread mini stars are
beautifully presented in these one-of-a-kind wobbly santa & snowman tins.
they are a unique and creative gift idea, so don’t miss out.
www.treeoflife.ca

www.walkerscanada.com

Toronto: 1-800-263-7054
Montreal: 1-800-363-2606
Calgary: 1-800-665-1298
Vancouver: 1-800-661-9655

spreads
By Deb Smith

G

lobal market intelligence agency, Mintel, predicts sales
in the nut-based spreads and sweet spreads category
will increase 65 per cent into 2018. Sales show a strong,
steady rise, and retailers who understand the reasons behind
this growth will reap the benefits.
Peanut butter is the most purchased spread in Canada
with nine out of 10 households buying it regularly. Despite
increased concerns over peanut allergies, sales have not
decreased. It’s comfort food, simple with minimal
ingredients, and even more – it’s good for you.
Courtesy of Shutterstock

Healthy Sales are Key
Recent surveys by Euromonitor conclude that increasing
health consciousness in today’s consumers drives growth in
spreads. Patrick Archer, president of the American Peanut
Council states, “Peanuts are heart-healthy, have almost no
carbs, and are great for weight management by being a food
that satisfies hunger.”
At Planters Peanuts, a division of Johnvince Foods that has
launched its own brand of peanut butter Vice-President, Sales &
Marketing, Don Lock agrees. “Research shows that 79 per cent of
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American Peanut Council notes that peanuts
are heart-healthy and satisfy hunger.

Canadian households report heavy peanut
butter consumption — at least once per
week, and 91 per cent see peanuts/peanut
butter as a healthy food choice.”
KRAFT recognized this developing trend
with its All Natural Peanut Butter brand
made with 100 per cent peanuts,
anticipating consumer preference for
natural ingredients without additives or
unnecessary sugar or salt. Retailers might
consider promoting these health benefits
by including peanut butter in their
natural foods section, elevating its image.
Meanwhile, according to Euromonitor,

honey sales of $144 million accounted
for one quarter of the total sales value
of spreads in Canada. “The growing
preference for natural products, growing
demand for quality ingredients and clean
label products are indications of
heightened interest in organic honey.”
Shannon Bowden, brand and communications manager at Bee Maid agrees.
“Annual honey consumption in Canada has
risen to more than 1.02 kg per person.
We attribute that to people looking for
alternative sweeteners, and honey is
perceived as being healthier than sugar.”
“Our creamed honey does very well in
Western Canada,” says Bowden. “We sell
it in two-kilogram tubs at Costco, and it’s
amazing how much is purchased in that
size; there is definitely a trend to buy in
the larger sizes.”
Research is finding increasing evidence
that the antioxidants in honey are
important in helping to ward off disease;
as a natural anti-microbial, honey promotes healing, and is being recognized in
traditional recipes for hair and skin care.
Retailers can facilitate this natural
health and healing trend through
merchandising and consumer education.

Peabutter, made from brown peas, is high
in protein and is a safe and delicious
alternative to peanut butter.
“Our product is good for children who
can’t take peanut butter to school,” says
Caryll Carruthers, of Mountain Meadows
Food Processing (2004) Ltd. Carruthers
suggests retailers can bring attention to
healthy alternatives by thinking outside
the spreads category box. “Our products
are often displayed along with peanut
butter, so customers looking for peanutfree products might not think to look
there; they may never go down that aisle.”
Moving specialty items to other
sections of the store such as near the deli
or gourmet area, alternative health, and
convenience foods can heighten consumer awareness while promoting the
forward-thinking brand of the store.

It’s good to
be Canadian.
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Allergy Alternatives
For consumers who want the comfort
and convenience of a spread, but are
concerned with peanut allergies, retailers
can offer many attractive specialty
products. For example, NoNuts Golden

Our 100% pure Canadian honey is packed in Alberta and Manitoba with care and
dedication you can see and taste. Owned by Canadian beekeepers for over 60 years,
we work hard to ensure the best quality honey for millions of Canadians.
Mountain Meadows Food Processing (2004)
Ltd. notes that retailers can bring attention
to healthy alternatives by thinking outside
the spreads category.

Learn more about the Canadian difference at beemaid.com/ChooseCanadian

Make it Quick,
but Make it Local
The fast pace of today’s world is seen
in every corner of life including
consumers’ food selections. Transparency
Market Research foresees a steady rise in
the sweet spreads market well into 2019,
attributing a significant part of this
popularity to the convenience factor.
Hectic lifestyles need quick solutions to
mealtimes; snacks often replacing the
traditional meal. Surveys show that
almost half of Canadian consumers snack
26 WWW.WESTERNGROCER.COM
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Proudly Owned
by Canadian Beekeepers

Product
Showcase
No Nuts, Please
NoNuts Golden Peabutter
solves allergies with good taste.
High in protein and nutrition,
this spread alternative is free of
tree-nuts, peanuts and is made
in a nut-free facility in Central
Alberta. No gluten, no cholesterol,
no soy…just flavourful goodness in
original, extra creamy, chocolate
and cinnamon.

Spread the Nutrition
KRAFT All Natural Peanut Butter
is 100 per cent Nuts! Filling
sandwiches since 1890, this
nutritious snack delivers eight
grams of protein power in only
two tbsp of creamy or crunchy
goodness. It’s a super-spread
favourite for kids of all ages and
it never goes out of style.

Honey of a Deal
Bee Maid honey delivers it all in
one package: natural energy and
good taste. Part of Canadian
households since 1950s, made by
bees across Western Canada and
sold as golden liquid or creamy
smooth spread. Honey delivers
double the sweetening power of
sugar with all-natural flavouring.

Any Way You Want it
Famous for its great-tasting
peanuts, Planters Peanuts now
offers the same delicious flavour in
both smooth and crunchy peanut
butter. Available in 500 gram or
one kilogram sizes, perfect for
spreading, dipping or spooning
right out of the jar — Planters
Peanut Butter is a winner!
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at least twice a day.
A peanut butter-and-honey sandwich
can’t be beat for taste, satisfaction and
ultra-convenience. But today’s shoppers,
especially Millennials don’t stop there.
“We’ve definitely seen a rising trend in
buying local,” says Laura Smith, centre
manager at the Shawnessy Co-op in
Calgary. “We do our best to promote local
products and advertise them with our
custom-made shelf tags.” When her
customers ask for specialty products,
such as alternatives to peanut butter and
nut butters, she makes every effort to
fulfil their needs.
It’s all about providing customers with
what they want. Manufacturers are
always looking to stay ahead of the
trends, and retailers need to be right
there with them. “We always are striving
to innovate our product offerings,”
explains Av Maharaj, general counsel
with KRAFT Heinz Canada. “For example,
now we offer peanut butter with honey,
peanut butter with chocolate.” By
bringing awareness to new products in
spreads, retailers show they care about
what their customers want.
A good way to do this is through the

Sample Section, allowing customers to
experience products, make taste comparisons, and buy the one they want.
Planters Peanuts promotes marketing
towards adults — moving peanut butter
out of the breakfast slot and into the
snack/dipping category.
Bowden suggests merchandising
spreads during certain seasons of the
year using end-of-aisle kiosks with
product groupings. “We find there are
spikes at certain times: back-to-school,
the fall baking season leading into
Christmas, and another at Easter.”
In the spreads category–in any category,
knowing your customers so you can
anticipate and provide exactly what they
want will bring more than increased sales
— it will bring loyalty. And that is critical
in today’s competitive playing field. ●

category management

By Sue Nichols, CMKG August 2016

Five Tips
for Analyzing Retail Point of Sale Data
2. OUT OF STOCKS
AND IN-STOCKS
— to determine stocking schedules
at store level

Courtesy of Shutterstock

Historic/Forecast Retail Sale
of Honey in Canada (C$ Millions)

Retail POS data is “king” of category management data.
Are you maximizing the use of this important data source?

•
•
•
•
•
•

etailer scanned point of sale data
(POS) and retail measurement data
from third parties like Nielsen and
IRI (key account data) are derived from
scanned point of sale data. Together,
these two variations of POS data are the
primary data sources with which we do
category management work.
Each data source provides a clear
picture of sales, movement and tactical
performance. They give a real-time view
of category performance and trends.
Category management, sales and
marketing professionals should have
strong competencies with POS data, well
beyond pulling and reading POS data.
POS contains a wealth of information,
but the level of depth, types of reports
and front-end systems are all driven by
the retailer. In order to have a strong,
broad-based understanding of it, you
need to understand the key deliverables
of the data.

172.37 (2020) - forecast
162.30 (2018) - forecast
150.58 (2016) - forecast
135.22 (2014)
122.93 (2012)
114.15 (2010)

Source: Euromonitor International, 2015

R

We are going to examine five
ways to analyze Retailer Scanned
Sales data with a few examples of
analytics. They include:

1. TREND DATA
— to leverage time variations in
POS data for different perspectives
Retailer scanned sales systems usually
allow for flexible, customizable views of time
periods. These can include latest 52-, 26-,
12- and four-week, fiscal year and calendaryear-to-date time periods plus comparison vs
a year ago. It can also include 4 weekly
seasonality trend analyses, daily analyses
and even hourly results.
It is important for retailers to monitor
results through effective corporate reports and
scorecards. Make sure that you are looking at
both shorter- and longer-term trends when
looking at your business. Shorter-term trends
can proactively help you to fix issues before
they extend into longer-term trends.

Out of Stock (OOS) lost sales are one of
the most difficult things to measure, and
they continue to be a huge problem for
retailers and suppliers alike. There’s nothing
more frustrating for shoppers than an
empty shelf, and that one out-of-stock item
can have lasting consequences in terms of
customer loyalty and lifetime value.
When analyzing POS data, hourly sales data
with significant gaps would be a strong
indicator of OOS issues, as would a significantly underdeveloped market share
combined with full distribution. Looking at
hourly data with sales gaps illustrates the
power of hourly data. If you were to only look
at average units per day, you would not see a
difference between weekday and weekend
sales. You would likely plan shelf capacity to
these numbers. However, looking at sales per
hour identifies an OOS issue during what
should be a peak time for sales.

3. SALES AND PROFIT
ANALYSIS
— to understand brand, segment,
category, department, aisle and
total store results
In addition to standard sales measures like
$ sales, unit sales and profit, POS data also
allows you to track Same Store, or Comp Store
Sales. “Comp Store Sales” is an important
measurement of productivity in revenue that is
used to compare sales of retail stores that have
been open for a year or more. It’s the way that
retailers measure revenue growth from existing
assets / stores over a given time period, like a
fiscal year, calendar year or quarter. Historical
sales data allows retailers to compare this year’s
revenues in their comp stores to the same
period last year. These measures allow retailers
to gauge how effective their programs are at
driving organic growth (or stores that are not
new) vs growth from new store openings.
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Comp store sales also help retailers
make future decisions for existing stores.
Analyzing the sales results will help
to understand the key drivers of their
store, department and category results
(including things like changes in price,
# of shoppers buying (or penetration),
or changes in shopping baskets/ transaction size). Remember that if you want
to grow sales, you need to increase the #
of shoppers purchasing or increase how
much shoppers are spending.

# of shoppers buying (penetration) x
average shopping basket $ = $ sales

4. DISTRIBUTION
ANALYSIS
— to track new items, product
availability and product assortment
Tracking new items can be done easily
and accurately by creating a report that
tracks the percentage of stores selling an
item. Here, distribution would only be
recognized once the first sale is recorded.
The “% Stores with Sales” measure
captures the percentage of stores that carry
the item. An analysis like this gives a
perspective on how quickly product is

getting through the supply chain — from
the warehouse, to the store’s receiving,
then out from the backroom and onto the
shelf. The problem with measuring
distribution this way is that if a product
just isn’t selling, then it won’t be recorded.
However, if a retailer has a strategy of being
first to market with hot new products, this
will illustrate how well that strategy is
being implemented through operations.

5. SHOPPER INSIGHT
— to gain insights into shopper
behaviour and shopping baskets
Basket analysis provides significant
insight into the shopper. This type of
analysis uncovers associations between
products by looking for combinations of
products that frequently occur at the same
time in transactions. In other words, it
allows retailers to identify the relationships
between the products that people purchase.
Shopping baskets can be looked at in
many different ways in POS data. It can be
used to evaluate how well a retailer may be
delivering against certain strategies. For
example, a retailer introduced a multiple
purchase strategy — encouraging multiple
purchase through “2 for” or “3 for” type

social media

incentives for consumers. They want to
know if their strategy is successful based on
this data. By comparing the item quantity
per basket for the current period when the
new strategy was implemented, to the
previous period, they can see if we are
driving increased multiple purchases.
Retailer scanned sales data can provide
compelling insights. Because all categories
are available all the way down to an item
level, the analysis capabilities are unlimited!
Scanned sales data allows for powerful,
flexible analysis, including in-depth profit,
promotion, pricing and assortment analysis,
and shopping basket and loyalty analysis. When analyzing data, remember that
it’s not just about the analysis and output
— you need to apply critical thinking to
your analysis. By considering the retailer’s
strategies, category roles and target shopper
as you analyze the data, you will draw
relevant interpretations that align to what
the retailer is trying to accomplish, and
based on this, determine the best solutions
for shopper satisfaction. ●

By Ken Kwong

Social Media

Sue Nicholls is the founder of “Category Management
Knowledge Group”, an online, accredited category management
training company. She can be reached at sue@cmkg.org.

Marketing Insights

O

n a recent grocery shopping trip
— my cart and I almost ran over a
young woman who had her face
buried in her phone, most likely texting her
friends, reading facebook updates or deeply
mesmerized by snapchat messages. My
immediate reaction was “Hey, watch where
you are going!” All she did was look up
briefly, half mumbled “Sorry” and continued
on her way, resuming her thumb tapping on
her phone. Shaking my head, I wondered,
is she even here to shop for groceries? And
then I paused for a moment to consider…
By 2017, it is said that millennials will
account for more than 1/3 of the working
population (including Gen X and Baby
Boomers). Millennials are roughly defined
between the ages of 18 to 29. And as this
generation evolves over the next few years
and begins to secure a position in the
job-market, they will have more spending
power than any other age group. According
to a press release by CampusAuction1,
“Millennial spending shot up 13 per cent
from $270 billion in 2009 to $306 Billion in
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Courtesy of Shutterstock

Digital Marketing to Millennials in the Supermarket
2010. More significantly, discretionary
spending increased 10 per cent, accounting
for about 22.5 per cent of all spending.
Within this figure, discretionary spending
is set to increase another 10 per cent
from $62.7 billion to $69 billion, making
millennials an even more desirable demographic for marketer.”

internet per day. Grocers therefore must
have a “mobile marketing” strategy to
remain relevant with this generation.

So, as a grocer or retailer, to
attract these millennial shoppers
is to understand who they are
and how they tick.

2) Shopping is a social activity.
Millennials prefer to be with others
when shopping and often do so with
friends, family, spouses and partners.
This can be done not only in person, but
virtually as well, with video, voice and
text messaging capabilities. Millennials
place a lot of value on opinions of people
within their social network.

1) Millennials primarily connect to
the internet via smartphone.
Eighty-nine per cent use smartphones
to access the web, versus 75 per cent on
laptops, 45 per cent on tablets and 37
per cent on desktops. Millennials spend
an average of 3.5 hours browsing the

3) Social media is the primary
source for shopping information.
Social media is frequently used for
advice on where to shop and what to
buy. Millennials find and hear about
products, special deals and news through
their social media connections. Eighty-
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four per cent of millennials have a
facebook account, 40 per cent is on
twitter, 35 per cent is on Instagram and
33 per cent is on Pinterest.
4) Millennials shop for lower prices.
Eighty-five per cent will change brands
based on price and 56% will switch
brands to save money on coupons or
deals. The ability to instantly compare
prices online also helps millennials save
on almost anything they buy.
5) Millennials are impulse shoppers.
In a past article in Adweek2, it was
suggested that millennials are more
likely to shop without a budget and are
not afraid to purchase private label
goods to save money. Backed by IRI data,
it goes on to say that “Their acceptance
of private label is much higher, and that
70 per cent of millennials perceive store
brands to be of ‘excellent quality.’”
6) Millennials consider “Buy online
& Pickup in Store” as an incentive
to save money.
This is true for retailers who offer

discounts for pickup instead of shipping.
The side benefit for retailers is also
driving traffic to the store.

share their experiences with their social
network. This makes millennials effective
on “word-of-mouth” marketing.

7) Convenient retail locations is a
major factor for millennials.
As many prefer to shop close to their
residence or place of work.

10) Millennials will experiment
with recipes.
Growing up in an era of Master Chef
and Food Network, millennials pride
themselves as proficient experimenters
with ingredients and will document every
moment on social media from shopping
to cooking to consumption.

8) Millennials’ preferences in food is
far more refined than generations
before them.
Millennials look for minimally processed,
local grown, non-GMO and recognizable
ingredients in their food choices.
9) Millennials look for brands with
a good story and like to learn
where their foods comes from.
They seek to have a social connection
with their food and will not hesitate to

The characteristics of a typical millennial
are non-traditional; but marketing to
them has never been more achievable.
In this digital age, marketing to millennials
may be as easy and as affordable as
just understanding and adapting to the
social shopping habits of this growing
demographic of millennial consumers. ●

Ken is the Executive VP of New Age Marketing & Brand Management Inc., a National brokerage company
specializing in sales & brand management of CPG brands and products in all channels and markets in Canada.
His opinions expressed in this column are solely his own and do not necessarily represent those of this
publication. Ken can be contacted via email (ken@newagemarketing.ca), Twitter (@kenkwong) or LinkedIn.
1 http://www.marketwired.com/press-release/millennial-spending-spikes-with-nowhere-to-go-but-up-1532787.htm
2 http://www.adweek.com/news/advertising-branding/why-millennials-are-impulse-shoppers-106668

“ FCC is key to our company

growing.”
Meb Gilani, President, Gilani Group
Food Processing and Distribution

special profile

What started out as a small
grocery store selling primarily
Italian foods has led to a
thriving country-wide importing
and distribution business known
as Aurora Importing.

T

his extraordinary success can be attributed to a few key
reasons, number one being the resilience, persistence
and dedication that drove company founder Nunzio
Tumino to essentially pioneer the Italian food importing business in Canada. Another is the deep-rooted relationship
between Aurora Importing and the Italian people, brands and
products themselves. And then there is the man who chose to
follow in his mentor’s footsteps by maintaining Tumino’s wellestablished business ethics and practices — while adding
from his own 35 years of retail experience.
“Working here has proven to be more gratifying and more
interesting than I ever thought it would be,” states
Anthony Morello, president, Aurora Importing. “I didn’t
think I would be in a position where I could be learning
more about the food industry every day.”
Morello, who has been with the company for just under
three years, has spent his entire life working in the
Canadian food industry. The majority of his 35 years were
with A&P — now Metro Inc, followed by a three-and-a-halfyear stint at Sobey’s Inc. As a result, Morello brings an
interesting touch of retail perspective to an already wellestablished entity well recognized for being a high-quality
importer and distributor of Italian food products. The result
is an unbeatable combination that appears to be getting
better and better with age.

When you talk financing with FCC,
we’ll listen
Work with the leading lender to
agriculture, agribusiness and agri-food
in Canada. Let’s talk business.
fccfinancing.ca

1-855-230-6821

By Melanie Franner

Courtesy of Shutterstock
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A Sound Foundation
The year was 1955 when Tumino started selling
Italian groceries out of a small Toronto storefront.
“At the time, a lot of the immigrants in Canada were
from Italy,” explains Morello. “Nunzio had a lot of these
immigrants asking for specific Italian products. His first
order was for chestnuts. That did so well that he began
adding other products to his roster.”
Eventually, however, Tumino would find his niche by
focusing solely on the import side of the business. In
1975, he opened his first distribution centre. At the
time, he had between 30 to 40 skus. By 1995, that
number had grown to 2,000. Business was doing so well
that he had to move to a larger facility.
“At the time of the move, the business involved quite
a bit of non-food items, like Italian plates, china
and platters,” notes Morello. “That whole houseware
business changed when a lot of the manufacturing
moved to China.”
Today, Aurora Importing offers 1,500 skus of food
products. It also includes a couple of private labels:
Aurora and Allessia.
“We currently have a wonderful balance of private
label and what we call heritage brands,” explains

Nunzio featured at
Tumino’s Circa 1960
Vintage delivery van
used to deliver groceries
to customers homes.

Morello, who adds that the Aurora brand is more of a
mainstream one while the Allessia brand is more of a
youthful, up-scale brand. “The latter is more trendy and
better suited to today’s younger consumers.”

(Left to right) Anthony Morello, President, Nunzio Tumino,
Founder and Rina Imbrogno (Tumino) General Manager.

According to Morello, the revenue stream is close to
being evenly split between the private label and
heritage brands.
“Our heritage brands are those that we import and
distribute exclusively across the country,” he explains. “Our
relationship with these brands is very deep, going back to
the days of Nunzio. A lot of these brands themselves have
long histories that go back over 100 years.”
That’s not to say that products don’t come and go.
“We’ve been adding innovation and deleting stale
products over the last three years,” says Morello. “We’ve
been extremely active in bringing innovation to the
market during this time. In my opinion, we are the
leading Mediterranean food distributor in Canada.”
Some 30 new products were launched in 2015 alone.
One of them is a one-kilo sized Aurora-branded honey.
“We introduced it to the Canadian market because we
thought there was a real void,” explains Morello. “It’s
proven to be really popular, especially with the ethnic
stores such as the Asian ones. It’s became our number-one
selling item for the year in terms of total sales and volume.”
Another big hit is the Tomarchio line of Italian sodas,
made with volcanic spring water. Aurora Importing
brought in one container load of the product for this
year’s May long weekend. By the end of August, the
company will be selling from its fourth container.
“I think we have had some really big wins with
innovation,” states Morello. “We’ve taken a page from
what’s proven to be very successful in Europe.”
With his expertise in the retail sector, Morello is well
aware that Europe tends to be three to five years ahead of
North America when it comes to food products. The

Today, Aurora Importing offers 1,500 skus of food products.
It also includes a couple of private labels: Aurora and Allessia.
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Aurora’s everyday pantry essentials.
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Retail Rational
Aurora Importing’s customer base is split almost
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something should happen — like if we were to lose a
vendor or customer — then we will hurt but we won’t
Allessia brand products, the better for you
feel the impact so severely that it will cripple us.”
award-winning black and gold label.
Morello adds that he sees this 50/50 split between
independents and chains as one of the major pillars and
strengths of the company. The other, he adds, is the

deep-rooted relationships.
“We make sure that we’re
partnered with the right people
so that we get the consistency
and product quality that our customers have come to
expect from us,” he explains. “Right now, we may be
dealing with the second and third-generation people at
these companies. It gives us peace of mind in both the
quality of the product and in the relationship.”
To service this ever-expanding customer base, Aurora
Importing has office, warehousing and even a couple of
manufacturing facilities. The company is headquartered
in Toronto, with approximately 80 people working there.
It has a 55,000 square foot distribution centre that
covers the Ontario and western provinces. A 40,000
square foot warehouse in Montreal, along with 20
personnel, serves Quebec and the eastern provinces.
And, in February 2016, Aurora Importing opened up a
sales office in the Port Coquitlam area.
“We have two people operating out of that office,
which is now fully operational,” explains Morello, who
adds that although there isn’t yet a western warehouse,
there is a very strong possibility that this may change
in as little as three to six months.
Right now, the Ontario market represents about 65
per cent of the business. Quebec and the eastern
provinces account for about 30 per cent and western
Canada accounts for five per cent. But Morello sees the
western provinces as a ripe opportunity for growth.
“I believe that the west will become a larger region
for us than even the Ontario and Quebec markets,” he
enthuses. “This is the right time to launch. And those
retailers that we have already spoken to have expressed
a lot of interest.”

“We make sure that we’re partnered with the right people
so that we get the consistency and product quality that our
customers have come to expect from us.”
Facebook.com/BaciPerugina
www.baciperugina.com
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Creating excitement in stores
with chef’s making authentic
handmade Baci chocolates
before the customer’s eyes.

In addition to its office and warehouse presence,
Aurora Importing also has two manufacturing facilities.
Both are located in Ontario, with the one being the
former Ontario warehouse that previously served the
company for 25 years.
“Linda Foods became one of our manufacturing plants
when we moved to this location in 1995,” explains
Morello, who adds that the facility manufactures
bouillon cubes and polenta. It also serves double-duty as
a packing plant for bulk items, such as candy, almonds,
etc. “Our other manufacturing facility is used for our
Barocco Coffee. We buy green beans from around the
world and roast and blend them here.”
Although Morello sees the expansion of its
manufacturing arm as a good business opportunity, he
also believes that it’s more likely to seek partnerships
elsewhere.
“We are affiliated with, and have invested in, several
packing facilities already,” he explains. “I think we are
more likely to see more investment at the source
through these types of relationships than any major
expansion here in manufacturing.”

A Change of Hands
Tumino is now 88 years old — and remains surprised
at just how well his little venture has done.
“He didn’t have anyone in his family interested in

continuing his legacy
so he sold the company
to the Pulla family,”
explains Morello, who
adds that he also purchased a small share of
the company. “It is still
a privately owned business today and
fortunately for me the Pulla family asked me
to stay on and run it.”
Morello is one of the more recent hires at
Aurora Importing. Many of the other
employees have been onboard for years.
“We recently had some personnel changes but mainly
because some of our employees were in the 70s, with a
couple in their 80s,” explains Morello. “We brought on a
lot of younger folk recently, who come mainly from
retail or university. Some of them are actually family
members of people who have worked here.”
According to Morello, this mix of young and old offers
a solid balance from which to grow the business.

Basso Oils from Italy, fully traceable from branch
to bottle. Since 1904.

“I always like to say that we may be 60 years old but we
are actually 60 years young,” he says. “We’re positioning
our company to evolve over the next 60 years.”
Part of this evolution is the development of an online store.
“We felt that this was an area that we needed to get
into,” explains Morello. “We had a phenomenal web site
at the time and thought we could build on that.”

“We may be 60 years old but we are actually 60 years young.
We’re positioning our company to evolve over the next 60 years.”
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The Road Ahead

Loacker Wafers, a global success story. Since 1925.

The company initially listed its top 100 skus on the
site and did relatively well. But when it opened its
boutique/cash ‘n carry store a few years ago, it upped
the content on its web site. Currently, 60 per cent of the
company’s skus is available online all the time, and
another 20 to 25 per cent is available on and off,
depending on the season.
“Revenue from the site is building,” says Morello. “We
still have a way to go but we’re really just preparing for
the future.”
Another way the company is preparing for the future
is its 2,500 square foot cash n’ carry boutique store
located in its Ontario warehouse.
“We created it as more of a showroom than cash ‘n
carry,” explains Morello. “We had some small customers
that weren’t able to meet the minimum value for
delivery so we opened the shop up for them to have a
place to come to pick up products.”
Since then, Morello is surprised at how valuable the
boutique has become in terms of showing retailers the
breadth of the company’s portfolio and the depth of the
lines.
“I would say that nine out of 10 retailers who visit the
shop are amazed at the extent of our offerings,” says
Morello. “They would have to buy from four or five other
companies to get the breadth of what we carry.”
Although Morello is considering replicating the shop
in Quebec, he has no need to for the west. The
company has already re-created this winning formula
by having its products on display at Rocco’s Deli, a
fresh Italian food market and coffee bar located in
Coquitlam Vancouver.

With a solid base from which has sprouted the core
elements of a 60-year old successful enterprise, Aurora
Importing certainly has what it takes to survive the
next 60 years. That being said, the company is working
hard at putting in place a few other key components to
ease the way.
“We have a five-year and 10-year plan,” states Morello.
“Right now, we’re well on track with our five-year plan.
But our goal is to become more of an international
solution. We have our deep-roots in Italian culture but
we would like to use those roots as a platform to
branch out into other areas. We believe we can supply
best-of-class products from around the world. Right
now, we’re more ingredient based but where we want
to go is more food based.”
Morello cites the example of what he thought was a
brilliant move on the part of Thrifty Foods. The retailer
showcased Aurora Importing’s tomatoes in one of its
recent flyers but it did so in combination with a recipe
for the Indian dish chicken tikka masala.
“They took ethnic Italian tomatoes and used them to
make an Indian dish,” he enthuses.
Morello goes on to state that the company has
authentic Italian foods in its DNA but that this doesn’t
preclude the possibility of adding to the mix.
“We like to say that great food has no borders,” he
says. “We may be an old Italian company but we are
great innovators as well.”
This focus on innovation opens the door to endless
opportunities, as does the company’s eventual move into

Tomarchio Italian sodas, made from volcanic water
from Etna. Since 1920.

the U.S. market. It currently supplies its products to a
handful of American distributors, that in turn redistribute the items. Aurora Importing works with
people in Rochester, Detroit, Chicago and Florida. The
U.S. business currently accounts for only between four
and five per cent of total sales.

“Our goal is to become more of an international solution.
We have our deep-roots in Italian culture but we would like
to use those roots as a platform to branch out into other areas.”
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pizza

“Expansion into the U.S. is something for down the
road,” states Morello. “Our immediate focus is Canada.”
In particular, Morello would like to expend some
energy on better understanding retailers’ go-to-market
strategies. Having been on that side of the desk, he
brings with him a deeper understanding of the issue.
“I believe that this is one area where we can really
differentiate ourselves,” he explains. “I know that
category managers are faced repeatedly with a roomful
of people in the lobby — every one of whom wants to
sell them something. If you’re one of those people, then
the trick is to figure out a way to stand out from the
crowd. And the way to do that, I believe, is to better
understand how a retailer goes to market — be it in the
urban or rural environment or under another banner
altogether. It’s not a one-size fits all.”

By Carly Peters

For Now
Until and when this enlightenment becomes a clear
marker of distinction for Aurora Importing, however,
Morello remains strongly committed to following the
path already set to achieve goals already established.
“In 10 years, I would like for Aurora Importing to
become one of the top recognized food companies in
Canada, selling coast to coast and
hopefully, sticking a toe in the U.S.
market,” he concludes.
And having had the opportunity
to work with the one man who built

Perugina Chocolate tablets, made with all natural ingredients
in the heart of Italy, Perugia. Since 1907.

Aurora’s warehouse staff is always busy filling outgoing
orders, seen here in the Toronto warehouse.

the company from scratch — and who essentially
pioneered the path for all importers to follow — Morello
seems to be just the man for the job.
“I’ve had the pleasure of knowing Mr. Tumino for 20
years,” says Morello. “He used to come sell me as a
retailer. Having been able to work with him for the past
three years has been a very gratifying experience that
has re-inspired me. He is a wealth of knowledge and has
boundless energy. And he did a lot for importing in
Canada. As an industry, I don’t think we give enough
recognition to these leaders who did the hard groundbreaking work for the rest of the industry.”
Dedication. Commitment. Understanding. And a drive
to carry the torch into the next phase. Aurora Importing
couldn’t be in better hands. ●

“In 10 years, I would like for Aurora Importing to become
one of the top recognized food companies in Canada, selling coast
to coast and hopefully, sticking a toe in the U.S. market.”
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While Pizza Sales Continue to Climb,
Frozen Pizza Category Nears Maturation

Feeling the Heat
S

ales of frozen pizza are about as flat
as the pies themselves. From an
older generation not buying product
to a younger demographic contributing to
pricing pressure, frozen pizza’s future is
getting thinner than their trendy crusts.
According to a 2015 Mintel report on the
category, volume and dollar sales of frozen
pizza have declined over the past five years
and are forecasted to decline through to
2019 thanks to discounting and
demographic pressures. Frozen pizza also
faces more competition than ever.
Restaurant pizza chains, and trendy
pizzerias offer the promise of higher-quality,
innovative flavours, while pizza delivery and
takeout provide very strong ammunition in
the form of simplicity and convenience.
Grocery stores in their own right may be
cannibalizing frozen pizza sales by offering
take and bake varieties in store.
The convenience of frozen pizza explains
in part the continued loyalty younger adults
have to the product, and they remain a key
demographic. But this loyalty comes with a
price — a lower price. According to the

Mintel report, consumers age 18 to 24, cost
is more likely to be a factor when purchasing
frozen pizza which means downward
pressure on category revenue.
The Mintel study also suggests that 24
per cent of Canadians who don’t eat
frozen pizza tend to be in older age
categories. (Consumption begins falling
among people aged 45 to 54 with only 56
per cent of Canadians 65 and older saying
they eat frozen pizza.) It is forecasted
that the 65+ demographic is set to
increase by 19 per cent by 2019, putting
the category at further financial risk
explains the report.
Yet, Samantha Nakano, a brand manager
for Dr. Oetker Canada Ltd. states these
emerging trends, such as competitive
pricing strategies and changing consumer
tastes and preferences,
provide an
opportunity for their company to continue
to innovate and introduce new pizza
varieties to its consumers.
“Some of the biggest trends include
consumers looking for foods to meet
personal needs, experimentation with

unique flavours, and continued interest in
personalized food format. Dr. Oetker has
incorporated these top trends into our
newly launched varieties,” explains Nakano,
pointing to the brand’s wide selection of
pizzas with different crusts, tastes, and
varieties that consumers can choose from
depending on their preferences.
One of the first options is Giuseppe
mini pizzas which have the same taste as
Dr. Oetker’s widely-popular Giuseppe
Pizzeria line, but are perfect for someone
craving a quick, easy-to-prepare snack at
home. The line comes in four classic
varieties, including the top flavour of
pepperoni and bacon.
In terms of trending flavours, Dr. Oetker
have released a new variety in their Casa
di Mama pizza line, which has thin crust
with a rising edge. Casa di Mama Pulled
Pork variety is topped with juicy chunks of
pulled pork, chipotle-style sauce, diced
red peppers, and sliced red onions.
“Specifically, the sauce used in our
Casa di Mama Pulled Pork variety
capitalizes on the trend of unique and
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exotic sauces,” explains Nakano.
“Another reason that the Pulled Pork
variety is up to date with the trends is
the inclusion of pulled pork topping
since pork has proven to be one of the
top trending ingredients.”
Along with Casa di Mama, the company
offers multiple other skus to meet
consumer demands including Dr. Oetker
Giuseppe Pizzeria, a sharing size pizza
line, available in Rising Crust, Thin Crust,
Multigrain Thin Crust in 14 classic
varieties; the flagship Italian restaurantstyle pizza known as Dr. Oetker Ristorante,
available in 10 Thin Crust varieties and
five Ultra Thin Crust varieties; and Dr.
Oetker Panebello, an artisan-inspired pizza
that is light and airy.
According to Euromonitor, Nestlé Canada
has a 42 per cent share of the frozen pizza
market in Canada which identified Nestlé’s
Delissio brand as the “go-to” product in the
category. With the tag line “the official
pizza of pizza night” the brand is also
capitalizing on exotic sauces and flavours,
and in March 2016 launched Butter
Chicken and BBQ Chicken varieties in the
Delissio Pizzeria Vintage line, as well as
Greek and Quattro Formaggi options in the
premium, stone-baked, thin-crust
brand Delissio Rustico.

One saving grace in the category may
come in the shape of something different
from traditional pizza. Further research
from Mintel finds that following
consumer demand, the number of pizzas
launched globally with a gluten-free
claim soared 58 per cent between 2012
and 2015. What’s more, the number of
pizza launches containing rice flour as an
alternative ingredient to wheat increased
from 78 per cent to 90 per cent between
2014 and 2015. The report also states
innovation in lactose-free claims could
be the next step for pizza launches.
Innovation in product are key from
manufactures end, but is also needed at
the grocery level as well.
“In order to better merchandise the
frozen pizza category, retailers can brand
block merchandise by price promoted
groups. They can also focus on providing
proper exposure of top items that make
up 50 per cent of the category sales,”
suggests Nakano. Retailers need to make
sure the top items are kept at eye level
so consumers can pick them out easily.
“Lastly, innovation is the key, meaning
retailers can try to innovate and
experiment with different merchandising
strategies.”
One tip that retailers can try out is
offering meal deals (i.e. dinner for $10)
to their customers or themed promotions
such as movie nights, family nights etc.
Another could be doing something as
simple as a cross-promotion with other
categories, such as produce for a pizza
and a salad, to keep frozen pizza sales
from going completely flat.
●

Bring home the taste & smeLL
of your favourite piZZeria!
19 classic varieties on 4 different crusts
– Thin, Multi-grain Thin, Rising and Mini

Bring Home GiusePPe!
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store profile

that are natural, non-GMO, low spray
and organic when possible.
Lehky encourages her customers to
bring in their grocery lists and if they
can’t find something, to let them know.
“Once we know what people want, we are
going to find that item and bring it in,”
Lehky promises. She purposefully left one
third of her store empty for this reason.
“We want to be a store where people can
shop for everything,” she adds.
green’s suppliers and vendors provide
their goods in sterilized, reusable packaging
and all refuse from the store is recycled,
repurposed, regenerated, or rotted. A key
link in this chain is Lehky and Feisel’s worm
farm. Any paper waste from the store is
shredded, mixed with vegetable scraps and
fed to the family’s Red Wigglers. Their
compost returns to a local farm supplier,
who uses it to re-grow vegetables for the
store in “a full re-use circuit”.
Lehky asserts that green’s prices are
comparable to other local grocery stores
and stresses that it isn’t just another
overpriced health food shop. “There are
no health foods in my store. There is just
food.” She feels strongly that if zero

By Meghan Howcroft

W

alking into Salt Spring Island’s
newest grocery retailer, customers might not realize they are
part of a movement to change the world.
But after shopping in green, Canada’s first
zero waste, low impact grocery store, it’s
obvious that the store and its inspiring
owners are on the leading edge of a grocery revolution.
green, which officially opened June 25th,
is 100 per cent committed to providing zero
waste, locally sourced, natural products at a
fair market price for the citizens of Salt
Spring Island, the most populous of B.C.’s
Gulf Islands. After only a few months, selfproclaimed environmental crusader and
owner Crystal Lehky is confident of the
store’s success. “I know a thing or two about
viability and where numbers need to be,”
she explains, “and I can tell you that this
business is not going anywhere.”
Lehky and her husband, Co-Owner
Kevin Feisel, moved to Salt Spring
specifically to open green. Tired of her
management job at a large grocery retailer
in northern B.C., Lehky had been seeking
an inspiring new business venture.
Although her mother insisted she needed
to find her passion for a business to be
both meaningful and successful, Lehky
wasn’t convinced…until she discovered
that very passion quite unexpectedly.
“I watched this documentary on
islands of plastic floating in the ocean
and I thought, single-use plastics are
going to be the end of us all!” Lehky
explains. The mother of five received a
crash course on how single-use plastic
poisons our food chain, affects human
health, threatens wildlife and never goes
away; she figured people would never
change because there were simply no
options. That night at 4 a.m. she was
struck with an idea: What if there was a
bulk store that had everything a grocery
store had without any plastic packaging?
She started Googling and discovered
Original Unverpackt in Germany — the
first zero waste grocery store in the
world. The more Lehky researched, the
more she knew this was exactly the
venture she’d been searching for.
Salt Spring seemed the ideal location
for green because of its status as a
longstanding farming community, its
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Crystal Lehky, co-owner
Photo Credit: Wayne Stadler

GOING
GREEN
with Canada’s First Zero Waste Grocery Store
commitment to local food and its
naturally “green” propensities. “Salt
Springers keep telling us that they’ve
been waiting for us,” Lehky says with a
smile. “The response [to the store] so far
has been excellent.” It’s the perfect place
for the couple to work on their business
model before opening a second store in
Vancouver, which Lehky is confident
they will do by the end of 2017.
So, how does a zero waste grocery
store work? Customers are provided a
wide range of non-packaged bulk
products to take home in their own
containers or in reusable containers for
sale in the store. The approximately
1,200 square-foot space has a weigh
station where customers write down the
weight of their containers, fill them with
store items and then have the weight

deducted from the price at the till.
green, with its apple-green walls, tall
sunflowers in pots and minimalist design
(imagine no packaging cluttering up the
store!), is committed to providing locallysourced products first from Salt Spring
Island, then the other Gulf Islands,
Vancouver Island, B.C. and the rest of Canada.
Its fresh and oftentimes unique local
produce (think mouse melons and Turkish
eggplant) is displayed on locally-built
farm tables and its almost 200 products
run the gamut, from cleaning and
personal-care items (including makeup
remover pads and feminine hygiene
products), to two-ingredient pastas and
artisan vinegars, to a keg of probiotic
kombucha — one of the store’s big sellers
from Salt Spring Island Kombucha
Company. The cooler is stocked with

organic eggs in quaint baskets, dairy
products in glass containers, and cheeses
in wax rinds from The Farm House Natural
Cheeses in Agassiz. Traditional bulk
style bins house an astounding variety
of dried beans, flours, teas, herbs and a
delicious assortment of salts from, of
course, Saltspring Sea Salt. In the
works are a deli-style cheese counter
and the introduction of local breads.
Although green is not solely organic,
Lehky and Feisel strive to carry items

waste groceries are not accessible to
everybody, including single parents, they
are not doing the right thing. Thus
Lehky operates on what she calls “the
Wal-Mart theory” — offering low prices
and reaping the benefits of volume sales.
She strives daily to dismantle the
perception that local, natural foods are
only for the wealthy.
Creating a greener supply chain has
been challenging, especially since most
companies cannot afford to, or have no

interest in, creating new infrastructure
or changing their shipping methods. This
explains Lehky’s gratitude and undying
devotion to any farm and supplier who
has made the effort.
The challenges associated with finding
many Canadian-grown foods have been
unexpected, even with Lehky’s grocery
management background. Lehky was
shocked, for example, to discover that
Ontario’s large peanut farms were strictly
for tourists. “They told me the peanuts
the tourists buy are actually American
peanuts,” she explains. “The peanuts
they grow are not even edible.”
Some of the products that travel the
farthest to get to green are from Quebec’s
Riviera (green’s supplier of yogurt, crème
fraîche, sour cream and goat butter). Lehky
initially approached six B.C. yogurt
companies about changing to glass jars and
was told it just wasn’t cost-effective. “But
Riviera is selling me yogurt cheaper than
they would have, in glass jars,” Lehky
counters. “So why can’t more people do it?”
When she asked people in the grocery
industry for advice on her proposed
venture she was told it couldn’t be done,
especially since she’s cut out traditional
distributors. Lehky’s response…says who?
“Yes, ordering direct from every single
farm and producer is time-consuming. Yes,
it’s hard. But what isn’t? If you’re going to
do something that changes the way an
industry works, it’s going to take some
effort. And I’m not afraid of hard work.”
Being the first store of its kind in
Canada, green is under pressure to
succeed, although Lehky is confident she
has the skills and business experience to
ensure it does. “You can’t go at [a
business like this] lightly when you’re
trying to change the world,” she laughs.
“Because if somebody is the first and they
fail, nobody else would ever be brave
enough to try. I need to show people that
it can be done and how it can be done.”
Lehky has indeed found her passion.
She even gets teary-eyed explaining,
“I’m just really passionate about feeding
my community. I really believe the
business model for the future is that you
can make money, but you also need to
take care of your neighbours. And green
is proof that you can do both.” ●

Low impact store aims to shake up the grocery industry.
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hot beverages

NEW! SINGLE SERVE COFFEE CUPS
BRING THE COFFEE HOUSE HOME

By Robin Brunet

NOW AVAILABLE IN

SINGLE SERVE COFFEE CUPS

3 Varieties
Coffee

naturally flavoUred

90 EXPERTISE

years of FLAVOUR

We’re passionate about creating great coffeehouse
flavours that our customers will love, so we’re proud

Courtesy of Shutterstock

to announce that Torani Salted Caramel and Coconut
Macaroon single serve coffees are the 2016 Canadian
Products of the Year, winning in the K-Cup ® category.

C

Made with 100% Arabica coffee and expertly roasted
with the same care and craftsmanship that goes into
all Torani products, our Torani single serve coffees
are naturally flavoured.
Italian Roast, Salted Caramel and Coconut
Macaroon coffees are now available for retail sale.
Point of sale materials and floor displays are also
available. Please contact us for more details.
Visit us at ToraniSingleCup.com

Compatible with
2.0 brewing systems

Authentic Coffeehouse Flavour
©2016 R. Torre & Company. All rights reserved. Torani and the Torani label are registered trademarks.

For more information please contact us:
800.718.0885 | info@singlecc.com | singlecc.com

onsidering the proliferation of Starbucks-style venues selling gourmet
coffee, tea, and other hot beverages
seemingly on every street corner throughout North America, one might assume
that shoppers no longer have much motivation to endure the task of creating their
own hot beverages at home.
That assumption would be incorrect.
According to Nielsen, hot beverages is one
of the healthiest food categories: it has
grown by six per cent in total revenue in
the last 12 months ending June 25th
compared to the same time last year.
In Canada, Euromonitor in a February
2016 report cites a “moderate” retail
volume growth of four per cent for coffee
but a robust value growth of 16 per cent
to reach sales of 83,590 tonnes and $2.7
billion respectively.
These figures dovetail with data from
the Coffee Association of Canada further
revealing that coffee “is the number two

beverage in the grocery sector after soft
drinks, which are incidentally declining
in consumption,” according to Interim
President Lesya Balych-Cooper.
For tea, Euromonitor notes a growth in
Canada of 11 per cent in volume and 23
per cent in value, to reach sales of 20,887
tonnes and $1.3 billion, respectively.
As for other hot beverages like hot
chocolate and malt-based drinks,
Euromonitor reports a modest growth of
three per cent in volume and five per
cent in value to reach sales of 13,245
tonnes and $119 million, respectively,
with Nestlé Canada commanding a
massive 69 per cent of value shares.
Unquestionably, the rise of single serve
pods have kept retail coffee sales
percolating as well as those of tea and hot
chocolate (they now represent 50 per cent
of coffee dollar sales, according to Nielsen).
But most pod manufacturers concede
that growth is beginning to level out

(which, they stress, was entirely expected).
So, what else is inspiring hot beverage
lovers to patronize grocery stores?
Stacey Toews, co-founder and communications catalyst for Level Ground Trading
Ltd., says, “The buy local and fair trade
movements are extremely important to
coffee consumers. Interestingly, the former
concern doesn’t extend to tea drinkers,
which means there’s a substantial opportunity for tea producers to increase
their market share, since tea has an
equally compelling story to tell as coffee.”
The dominance of single serve has
inspired a reaction that is also helping to
drive retail hot beverage sales. “A lot of
consumers are concerned about the
waste of pod technology — spent pods
going to landfill — plus there’s a curious
resistance to pods based on their
convenience, which is why we’re seeing
more and more young people taking the
time to grind their own coffee and brew
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enjoys the best of both worlds: it inspires
many radical manufacturing and flavour
trends while retaining its status as a
perennial favourite. “Consumers are
drawn to both its functional and
emotional benefits, and it continues to
be one of the only segments that
experiences sustained growth within the
centre of store, outpacing sales in
perimeter sections such as produce,” says
Lainey Chodirker, senior brand manager,
coffee, at Kraft Heinz.
Chodirker adds that Canadians becoming
more discerning in their purchase choices
has resulted in the premium/super
premium roast and ground coffee
segments “growing at eight per cent,
driven by growth from McCafe, Kicking
Horse, NABOB, Starbucks, and Tim
Hortons. Consumers are looking for their
restaurant brand experiences at home.”
Kraft Heinz caters to the coffee
segment by “aggressively innovating in
the single serve category, specifically on
the Keurig system as this is where the
majority of the growth is coming from,”

Hot beverages have grown by six per cent in
total revenue over the past year.
their own tea,” says Toews.
Arguably, the overriding factor that
continues to influence the hot beverage
category in terms of current sales and future
potential is consumer curiosity. Tracey
Noakes, senior director, retail marketing, for
Single Cup Coffee, says, “Our company’s
success has been helped enormously by
the fact that Canadians are extremely
open to new flavours and ideas, no matter
how radical. This is a huge advantage to
manufacturers — and to retailers.”
Taken as a stand-alone segment, coffee
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according to Chodirker. “This year, we
launched eight new Keurig compatible pod
skus across Maxwell house, the number
one coffee brand in Canada, and NABOB,
the number one single serve coffee
brand.” Many of the new products are in
30-count formats, due to the popularity
of large size formats within single serve.
The great strength of Keurig’s brewing
system is that it allows consumers to
choose amongst over 180 varieties of
beverages, such as coffee, tea, hot
chocolate, and other indulgent beverages,

from 35 brands. With regards to the coffee
segment, Caroline Losson, vice-president,
marketing, Keurig Canada, acknowledges
that “Competition has always been
strong, but our brands like Van Houtte,
Timothy’s, and Green Mountain Coffee
occupy a prominent place.”
As with all hot beverages, new product
launches are key in maintaining that
prominence. “Last spring, we launched
the Sweet & Creamy Coffee from Donut
House Collection, well appreciated by
younger consumers entering coffee stage
of their life and having a sweeter
palate,” says Losson. “We will maintain
our leading position through innovation,
such as our recent entry into specialty
coffee with the launch of the Van Houtte
Specialty Collection, designed for the
Keurig brewing system.”
The question is, at what point will
single serve reach market saturation?
Davide Viola, vice -president, marketing,
Melitta Canada, Inc., is betting that the
trend still has legs. “Yes, sales are about
half of what they were in years past, but
fortunately single serve consumers span
across all demographics.”
If innovation is the key to market
prevalence, then few companies are more
ingenious than Melitta, which invented
the first paper coffee filter in 1908 and
introduced the first electric brewer in the
1960s. Today, aware of the criticism that
single serve is wasteful, as well as
consumers’ perpetual concern for recycling,
Melitta is introducing 100 per cent
compostable BPI certified coffee pods, made
not from plastic but plant-based materials.
Viola says, “It’s important to distinguish compostable from biodegradable, because there is no standard
for biodegradability, whereas our new
pods break down and become compost in

introduced compostable packaging in the form of one pound
bags. “Our mainstream packaging is two-thirds of a pound, but
we had to go with one pound to make the extra expense of
compostable work financially, and as a result we’re enjoying an
even bigger boost in sales,” says Toews.
Shawn McDonald, partner and roast master for Paradise
Mountain Organic Coffee, agrees that pod prevalence has driven
a large segment of consumers even further towards traditional
quality brewing, which incorporates the components of ethical
sourcing, fair trade, and environmental awareness.
McDonald’s company grows coffee beans on a single estate north
of Chiang Mai, Thailand, and employs 18 full time workers and up to
100 part time labourers at harvest. In terms of taste patterns,
McDonald has noticed “a growing trend for light roast categories in
the different markets across Canada. There are some in the coffee
industry who believe the light roast demand is coming to a plateau,
but I am not totally convinced of that: I think the light roast market
will grow, but at a slower rate.”
If one particular type of consumer had to be singled out for
invigorating coffee sales overall, millennials would be at the top
of the list. “Their curiosity and desire for quality has raised the
bar amongst coffee producers, and they, more than any other
demographic, are consuming specialty coffees, which have risen
in sales by three percent over the past few years,” says Lesya
Balych-Cooper.
Millennials are also credited for driving sales in the tea
segment of the hot beverages category. “It may seem unlikely that
this demographic, which is often perceived as being impatient,
would slow down and go through the elaborate ritual of steeping

90 days.” These pods coincide with a new brand packaging
design that, according to Viola, “allows for easier identification
and accessibility on store shelves.”
Still, the negative perception of single serve in some circles is
benefiting other coffee companies substantially. “Consumers
appreciate that pod technology contributes to wasteful packaging
and landfill problems,” says Stacey Toews. “The technology will
continue to fracture the coffee market, with some consumers
wanting cheap and convenient and others seeking quality.”
Level Ground Trading trades fairly and directly with smallscale farmers in developing countries to procure coffee, tea, oils,
and other products for the Canadian market, and Toews notes
that “By far our coffees are the bestsellers, and we think the
desire for ethically sourced, fresh, quality product is the single
greatest growth opportunity for retailers.”
To cater further to this trend, Level Ground recently
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tea properly, but this is precisely the group
that is buying loose leaf teas — I think
because millennials crave connections to
tradition,” says Toews, whose company
launched loose leaf products in 2013 and
then tea pyramids in 2015.
Indeed, a Nielsen tea survey of 900
people commissioned by the Tea
Association of Canada reveals that two in
three millennials consume at least one
cup of tea weekly, accounting for 36 per
cent of total tea drinkers in Canada.
The survey also reveals that in-home
consumption is increasing for all tea
drinkers, “further pronounced for millennials,” who reportedly are attracted
to the segment for relaxation and health
benefits and have more brands and types
of tea in their cupboards than heavy
tea drinkers.
Louise Roberge, president of the Tea
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Trans-Herbe has also launched Four
O’Clock brand tea with what Sauve
describes as “funky flavours, such as
Chocolate Cake and Carrot Cake.”
Single Cup Coffee is similarly capitalizing
on the willingness of tea drinkers to
try unorthodox flavours. “We’ve
launched the first cocktailinspired teas under our Skinnygirl
brand, including Mojito Mint with
all-natural lime and mint
flavours,” says Tracey Noakes.
Noakes hopes that another
Skinnygirl product, calorie reduced hot chocolate, will attract
Association of Canada,
shoppers’ curiosity. “I think
says, “I think one of
there’s plenty of op-portunity
the most significant
for this beverage to escape its
findings of the report
seasonal trappings and grow its
is that people are Louise Roberge, president,
market share,” she says. “Single
embracing so many Tea Association of Canada
serve is helping, in this regard.”
varieties of blends; this distinguishes us
Keurig too believes there is room for
from coffee in the retail sector.”
hot beverage growth other than coffee
Christian Sauve, president, Trans-Herbe
and tea, which is why amongst its new
Inc., adds, “Just as Starbucks kicked off
offerings are what Caroline Losson calls
the worldwide gourmet coffee trend, the
“some surprises, such as the recent
massive success of Davids Tea stores has
launch of our Green Mountain Hot Apple
invigorated the tea category overall and
Cider Mix in K-Cup pods.”
loose leaf tea specifically. Also huge are
Looking ahead, one emerging trend
medicinal teas — for energy, for stress, and
promises to have a significant impact on
for detox, and on that score we’ve been
the hot beverage category. Noakes
very active with our Four O’Clock brand,
explains, “Trends always start at the
recently bringing to market a cold and flu
corner coffee shop, and based on that,
formula for both night and day, and
cold brew is shaping up to be a huge
redesigning our boxes so they can be
movement. I think instead of hurting
displayed vertically on store shelves.”
coffee or single serve, it will benefit the
hot beverage category overall.” The
reasoning is that cold brews might
attract young people who never drink
coffee and in turn could compel them to
graduate to hot coffee later on.
Whatever the case may be, the hot
beverages category is poised for enviable
growth in the foreseeable future:
Euromonitor predicts that while the hot
drinks market in Canada is projected to
see only moderate volume growth, the
demand for fresh ground, pods, specialty
teas, and other quality items will
contribute to a significant increase in
value sales, as they are typically
positioned as premium and carry higher
price tags than other products.
The message to retailers is clear: more
than most category consumers, people
who drink hot beverages are willing to
pay more for the best products; the
surest way to attract them in droves is to
fill shelves accordingly.
●

store design; fixtures

By Anne-Marie Hardie

Dynamic
Displays
Strategic Fixture Selection Increases Consumer Engagement.

A

s the grocery landscape becomes
more competitive, fixture selection
and store design becomes increasingly more important. These fixtures need
to work well, be energy efficient, but even
more so they need to engage the consumers to interact with the products.
When it comes to fixtures, most
grocery retailers don’t consider them
as part of their marketing strategy.
However; both the placement and
fixtures themselves will have an impact
on the amount of product that is sold.
Fixtures provide the foundation for an
effective presentation of the core products in your store. “Fixtures and signage
are critical for attracting the attention
of shoppers. They help organize

merchandise, can direct the flow of
shoppers, and when managed properly
can enhance the buying experience,
attracting shoppers to come back,” says
Michael Vogler, president, Marketing
Impact Limited.
Fixtures indirectly entice customers to
your store, simply by the way that they
present the merchandise to the end
consumer. Whether it’s refrigeration,
shelving or store lighting these permanent structures can have a dramatic
impact. “The important merchandising
attributes of case design should attract,
guide and influence shoppers during
their in-store shopping journey,” says
Cheryl Beach, marketing communication
manager, Hussmann.

Arranging the Design
Proper placement of the equipment is
vital to both assist with traffic flow and
the overall shopping experience. Within
the standard shelving, pusher systems and
dividers help keep products organized
and fresh. Retailers should be looking for
display cases that offer flexibility and a
variety of cross-merchandising solutions,
says Beach, from adjustable shelving to
the addition of end caps.
In addition, retailers should be
looking at the usability of the fixture,
from consumer access to the product to
how easy it is to restock the shelves. “The
amount of time the product is out of stock
is going to impact both the shopper, who
is wanting the product, and the retailer,
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who needs to invest the time and energy
with restocking the shelf,” says Beach.
Retailers want to ensure that the shelves
are not only visibly appealing but easy for
their employees to restock.
At Choices Market, for example, fixtures
are chosen for both their functionality and
consumer appeal. “The fixtures have to be
eye appealing but they also need to be
consumer friendly,” says Jon Janower, chief
operating officer, Choices Markets. Their
most recent location in North Vancouver
has invested in fixtures that provide a
dramatic visual appeal including a curved
cheese counter that reflects the overall look
of the store. “The design imparts that we
are more of an upscale store,” says Janower.
“It is important not just what the consumer
sees, but how they see it.”
The effectiveness of case designs is not
only about the shape of the case itself but
the way that they present the product to
the consumer. Narrow door mullions and
frames, shares Beach, are two items that
offer greater product display visibility to
the shopper in the aisle. “The main goal of
the refrigerated display case is to “show
off” the product whether it is packaged,
fresh or prepared in a way that will delight
shoppers resulting in increased sales and
brand loyalty,” says Jessica Moore, senior
product lead for Insight, Hussmann. One of
the best ways to showcase the product is
through lighting. Today, retailers are
shifting away from traditional florescent
lighting to esthetically pleasing LED.

Bring in the Light

to get that heat back through the heat
reclaim cases and re-use it in the store.”
Another way retailers can reduce their
energy consumption is by installing doors
on what might have traditionally been
open display merchandisers. “Using doors
can reduce energy consumption up to 75
per cent,” says Narayan. ADN’s Kysor
Warren DX6lD series is one option of a
display case which has been designed with
doors as a factory option.
When developing Insight®, Hussmann
reached out to food retailers to unveil their
pressing needs for equipment which

Energy efficient LED lighting has been
praised for not just the long-term cost
savings but the overall impression that it
presents to the consumer. This type of
lighting can most closely replicate
natural sunlight providing a pleasant
shopping experience. When retailers

Long-Term Savings

Choices Markets recently invested in fixtures
that provide a dramatic visual appeal.

focus on their LED lighting they can
enhance their overall product display
through uniform lighting, brightness and
proper colour temperature. In fact, it is
the colour temperature that will
eventually determine how the consumer
perceives the brand. To respond to this
need, Kysor Warren has partnered with
GE to offer a new series of LED lighting,
says Darrel Narayan, sales manager, ADN
Refrigeration; these lights are used on all

of the stratus cases and are optimized for
proper colour temperature and adjustable
to ensure even light distribution.
Proper colour temperature was a factor
that
Hussmann
considered
when
developing their EcoShine II LED Lighting,
which is standard in their Insight product
line. The end result, lighting that can be
custom designed for every department from
rich warm white for fresh meat to high
colour rendering LEDs which Hussmann
found works best with fresh produce.
Presentation will engage the consumer
to interact with the products but it is the
food quality that will have the customer
returning for more. Having the right
equipment in place will ensure that the
customer takes home food that is fresh,
safe and of high quality increasing the
overall confidence in the store.
The DX6ID series from ADN Refrigeration’s
Kysor Warren has been designed with doors
as a factory option.
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included more accurate product temperatures, better energy efficiency, and is easy
to install, clean and service. They used
these findings to develop a product line
that responds to their core consumers’
needs. “Insight® offers more energy savings
through its performance package, standard
Hussmann EcoShine II LEDs and high
efficiency night curtains,” says Moore.
“The optimized continuous coil design
improves heat transfer, reduces refrigerant
in the coils by over 30 per cent, lowers the
risk of potential leaks and downtime, and
accommodates natural refrigerants.”

When it comes to fixtures, retailers
need to ensure that the equipment meets
the standards for food safety while
minimizing energy consumption. Choices
Market invests substantial time researching and networking with both
vendors and other retailers to determine
the effectiveness of their equipment.
Hearing about other retailers’ experience
is invaluable, says Janower, as they provide insight in the product’s effectiveness in both the short and long term.
Today’s products are being built to be
more energy efficient from standardized
LED lighting to installing doors on open
display merchandisers. Energy is one of
the largest expenditures that retailers
have today, and the right equipment
can substantially reduce overhead costs.
With long-term investment at top of
mind, Choices Market chose refrigeration
products with both energy-efficient
lighting and heat reclaim for their cases.
“We know that the cases generate a lot of
heat, “says Janower. “So we are now able
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Marketing Impact Limited notes that the
right fixtures and signage are crucial for
attracting shoppers’ attention.

Both Hussmann and ADN agree, that when
retailers are looking at purchasing equipment
they need to consider the total cost of
ownership. “Retailers should do their own
comparison between companies and the
technologies that are being used and not just
compare costs,” says Narayan. “It is important
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to ask the questions and be educated.”
Fixtures, and in particular, refrigeration display cases, are an investment, retailers want to ensure that
this equipment is appealing, energy
efficient and ensures that the
integrity of the food is protected.
Fixtures and their placement of
them allow retailers to remain
competitive in an increasingly
demanding market.
With the increased threat of
the small format stores, dollar
stores and convenience stores
drawing customers away from the
grocers, traditional retailers are
adding more grab and go sections
to their stores. These stand-alone
sections are responding to the
consumer needs to get in
and out of a store quickly.

The Right Kind
of Attention
“Floor stand displays and sidewinders
are a great opportunity for new or
successful products to stand out from the
rest,” says Vogler. “They can be unique and
seen from different angles, creating a

complete buying experience.”
These
displays need to be chosen strategically
following store guidelines including colour
schemes, materials and dimensions. The
key is providing an area for new products
to be highlighted without distracting from
the overall shopping experience.
To create a cohesive store language,
Volger shares that fixtures and graphics
should be grouped with similar products.
“Shoppers will only notice fixtures and
signage as long as they are clear, clean
and not all over the place,” says Vogler.
“Overwhelming or excessive signage can
discourage shoppers from coming back.”
Choices Market is one company that has
applied a cohesive store design to the
fixtures from the use of black shelving to
the wooden trim. “The fixtures provide a
great feel to the store,” says Janower. “As
soon as they walk in the door, the
customers know that they have entered a
Choices store.”
Fixtures and graphics should be seen
as an opportunity to sell and display the
best brands in the market. Strategic
fixture selection and placement are key
tools that retailers can use to distinguish
themselves from others in the market.
●

deli department

By Ronda Payne

Courtesy of Shutterstock

Expanding
Options
A

sk a mom of three who runs a thriving business about trying to fit in
healthy, yet tasty meals and you’ll
learn about how important quality and
convenience really are. This time-starved,
but health-conscious lifestyle isn’t exclusive to parents; it’s part of the world we
live in and what drives the deli of today.
Jill Moreno — that mom of three — is
the owner/operator of Moreno’s market
and deli in Langley, British Columbia.

Through her own needs and that of
others, she has experienced the growth
in demand for complete meal options
along with the necessity for higher
quality meats and cheeses. Diversity of
flavours, flexibility of uses and the
opportunity to explore new tastes are

requirements for a thriving deli.
David Hazzard, team lead for fresh
products with Tree of Life notes the
expectation of customers is to find items
that are completely new and unique that
they’ve never tried before whether it’s
ready-made meals, meats or cheeses.
“It used to all be about barbecue
chicken and french fries and a lot of fried
foods,” he says. “And now, a lot of the
stores are expanding their ready-to-eat
sections and their cheese bunkers and

Delis continue to adapt to consumer demands
for high-quality, great taste and convenience.
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their deli sections. They’re adding more
and unique foods and flavours.”
With the expanding footprint of the
deli
section,
consumers
expect
consistently fresh deli options, according
to Matthew Dale, administration and
development with Bosa Foods.
“Bosa Foods has an in-house butcher
who produces dry, cured and fresh artisan
meats under the Bertoia label,” Dale
explains. “He is constantly experimenting
and coming up with new and exciting
products. Our deli becomes the test
kitchen for all our new products. This
situation is unique to Bosa Foods and
allows us to constantly try new ideas.”
Some of the trial products being rolled
out to other delis include tastes like
Bosa’s truffle mushroom sausages, turkey
maple sausages with whole blueberries
and boneless chicken stuffed with
sausage, ham, cheese and herbs. While
these increased options are one way to
meet evolving tastes, Hazzard has seen
the move towards bolder flavours with
customers’ eating habits growing spicy.
“In meat and cheese and even in
home-replacement meals, it just seems
that people are looking for more taste

“People seem to be accepting the
trade-off [of increased price for better
quality and flavour] for what they want,”
he says. “It’s not really impacting the
sales. Yes, there’s a higher cost for it, but
the people that are in the deli and are
buying that kind of product, it’s not a
problem for them to pay for it.”
Hazzard adds that the products in the
deli are extremely attractive to retailers
because the high-end items return a
higher margin.
“It’s a different consumer,” he says of the
deli shopper from the dairy case shopper.
Moreno’s Market and Deli in Langley, British Columbia notes that consumers are wanting higher
quality, and complete meal options when they visit the deli.

and more flavour than they ever did
before,” notes Hazzard.
Vanessa Grekov, director of marketing,
Italian deli with Sofina Foods, has seen a
similar trend towards new flavours. She
points to the evolution of the charcuterie
board as an item for casual entertaining
or daily family enjoyment from the
former placement of it as a special
entertaining item. It’s also quick to
prepare, satisfying the need for flavour
and convenience.

“Specialty deli, such as dried cured
meats, has increased significantly in
popularity over the past few years,” she
notes. “Often what consumers see in
restaurants influences their eating and
entertaining habits at home.”
Grekov adds that charcuterie now sits
in the second position of the 2016 Top
Chef survey as a hot trend on menus.
“People are wanting higher quality
now,” says Moreno. “There are more
questions about nitrates and organics.”

The demand for less ingredients is one
of the reasons why Moreno’s prepares
their own turkey and beef deli meat which
they roast, smoke and slice on site.
“It sells 10 to one over regular turkey,
like the pressed turkey you can buy,”
Moreno notes.
Moreno also scouts out what other
stores might be offering to ensure her
deli has unique options while also
carrying the classic favourites.
“I have a chef working for me; she’s my
deli manager,” says Moreno. “We try to be
new and creative, try to be different from

Bosa Foods notes that despite the allure of
new and different it is important to carry
accepted staples.

the other guys. We were just talking about
a new salad for the winter. We’ll talk recipes
while making sandwiches in the morning.”
Not only are consumers demanding
higher quality and more flavour, they are
willing to pay for it as Hazzard explains.
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However, while new and different are
important, there is still a need to carry
accepted staples as well to make sure all
customers are satisfied, according to Dale.
“Understanding the staples, what
consumers expect in any deli,” is a way for
a deli to hit the high-points, he notes.
“After that, staying current with trends in
food and taste. Try something different or
unexpected. There is always a new trend,
the ability to stay current is potentially as
important as sticking with what you know.”
Helping consumers create a memorable
eating experience is part of that trend.

The Spagnia line features an array of imported Spanish meats,
including aged Serrano ham and a range of traditional dry cured chorizo
sausage and salchichon. Each of these unique products meets the highest
quality standards, adhering to centuries-old traditions in curing and aging.
Spagnia is the brand trusted to bring the best of Spain to your table!
Distributed by Bosa Foods 1465 Kootenay Street, Vancouver, B.C. V5K 4Y3
Phone: 604.253.5578 Fax: 604.253.5656 Email: sales@bosafoods.com www.bosafoods.com
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Tree of Life is seeing a move towards
bolder flavours.

Grekov notes a shopper may be interested
in building a charcuterie board but
doesn’t have the knowledge of where to
start. Retailers can work with deli food
providers to help guide customers through
meal creation via in-store trials, POP,
promotions or even merchandising.
“We’ve also notice that packaging
plays a key role in influencing purchase,”
she says. “Paper wrapped salamis, bright
coloured graphics and artisanal flair are

hot trends right now.”
Not surprisingly, TV is taking part in
seeing what gets stocked in delis.
“There is a huge number of people now
seeing and watching television shows
with famous chefs cooking all these
different types of meals using these
types of products and a lot of people
want to try them,” says Hazzard.
He is finding that TV chefs are also
responsible for delivering education on
what is a good quality meat or a good
quality cheese leading to the deli shopper
versus a discount product shopper.
All that great taste and quality can’t
come at a cost to time. Ready-to-cook
and other complete meal options are
taking up more space in the deli area to
ensure a healthy meal in less time.
“There’s not enough time, they
[customers] are rushing to pick up food
on the way home for their families,”
Hazzard says. “The food is already
prepared there [in the deli] for them and
the food has definitely been improving
so that now there is a lot of choice and
selection. It’s almost like the more
variety there is, then the more that
people want variety.”

At Moreno’s market and deli the
perspective is the same.
“I think it’s just convenience, it’s all
about convenience,” Moreno says. “I think
the whole meal replacement is huge.”
Even Bosa, which is based on Italian
cuisine and food products imported from
a number of other countries, sees the
need to offer alternative meal options.
The company has pre-marinated readyto-cook dishes including kebobs, stuffed
chicken and chicken wings.
“We are constantly looking for new
ways to cater to consumers’ needs,” Dale
says. “With ready-to-cook meal options
growing in popularly, we are working on
new and exciting recipes to keep
consumers coming back.”
Whether a customer is rushing to the
deli counter for a quick lunch, looking to
prepare a fun everyday meal for their
family or wants the newest tastes and
healthy options, today’s deli must be
prepared to deliver. No longer are meats,
cheeses and roast chickens enough.
Complete meal options need to round out
deli offerings to ensure customers can
find what they want in record time while
satisfying other needs. ●

point-of-view

By Sylvain Charlebois, Columnist, Troy Media

Loblaws Playing Hardball
with Food Suppliers
By demanding lower prices, Loblaws is protecting its bottom line but
will Canadian consumers really benefit - or even notice?

L

oblaw Companies Ltd. recently sent
a letter to major suppliers advising
them that it will pay 1.45 per cent
less for any shipments received on or
after Sept. 4th. The tactic signals a major
shift in the food retail industry.
In food distribution, a decrease of
1.45 per cent is a big deal. Loblaws, as it
is known on storefronts, is signaling it
will fight for market share. The move
should also benefit consumers, who have
struggled in recent years with mounting
grocery bills.
For years, tensions between food
distributors and vendors have escalated.
At times, it has been outright nasty.
Tactics include retroactive billing and
swift contractual changes driven by
market shifts.
But this time the retail food giant is
bringing the Canadian public into the
debate. While Loblaws’ letter was directed
at suppliers, the intended audience was
clearly much broader. The stern letter was
written as if the company knew it would
end up in a reporter’s inbox. In fact, in
recent years, many letters between vendors
and distributors have been shared with
reporters. But Loblaws’ letter indicates that
the tug-of-war between retailers and
vendors has reached a new chapter.
Loblaws is now openly advocating for
consumers and condemning higher
prices. Canadians have long wondered if
food prices are higher mainly due to a
highly consolidated food distribution
industry, Loblaws being the main
culprit. However, Loblaws’ message
clearly blames the food processing sector
for higher prices. Of course, that is just
a simplification of what is a complex,
multi-faceted industry.

So now that that distributors-vendors relative to other economies, largely
quarrel is out in the open, does the inefficient for decades. Certainly, some
vendors have invested heavily in new
Canadian public actually care?
Consumers want reasonably-priced, technologies, made significant capital
high-quality food. They are also investments and trained personnel.
concerned about food origins and However, although food processing is
vendors’ choice. But for most, supply the largest manufacturing sector, with
over 290,000 employees, it has recorded
chain details are immaterial.
Nonetheless, Loblaws’ letter puts the trade deficits for more than two decades.
Despite low interest rates, most companies
focus on an issue worth exploring.
Food procurement entanglements don’t still operated in outdated plants in dire need
just affect Loblaws. Other distributors such of renovations. While distributors have
invested more than $5 billion in
as Sobeys have been down
stores and logistics, capital
this route. Simply put,
investment in food processing
dictating who is in control of
has been dismal and declining
the food business and who
for more than a decade.
can capitalize on market
Obviously, Loblaws’ letter
opportunities is strictly
also targets larger corporations,
business. And the viability
some based outside our
of the industry is at stake.
borders, yet the message from
In recent years, Walmart
our country’s largest private
and Costco have made
employer has merit.
significant inroads in food Sylvain Charlebois,
Food distributors are doing
retailing. Both account for columnist, Troy Media
their part for better cost
almost 20 per cent of the
food market in Canada. The success of management and they expect food
these non-traditional food retailers is processing to do the same.
Canadians tend to enjoy David and
hindering the ability of Canada’s big three
— Loblaws, Sobeys and Metro — to grow. Goliath stories and most cheer for David.
So despite significant investments in The French’s Ketchup saga, and the Earl’s
recent years, food retailing is chal- Kitchen and Bar case are good examples.
But in the clash between Loblaws and
lenging. Sobeys, for example, just fired
its CEO after poor financial results. In their food suppliers, there is no David.
fact, while Canadians have access to All are large, publicly-traded companies
better and more varied food products, fighting for more control and better
the sectors’ financial performances have business practices. Loblaws’ call is for a
better strategic focus across the board.
been mixed.
The company is taking a stance on
Loblaws, Sobeys and Metro have not
inflated food prices, despite suggestions supply chain efficiency because, in the
to the contrary. Loblaws is attempting to end, it can. Only lower prices at the till
will cause Canadian consumers — who are
make that point clear.
Canadian food processing has been, the real Davids in this story — to care. ●

Troy Media columnist Sylvain Charlebois is dean of the Faculty of Management and Professor in the Faculty of Agriculture at Dalhousie University.
Sylvain is included in Troy Media’s Unlimited Access subscription plan.
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mexican foods

By Jennifer Foden

T

he popularity of Hispanic foods in consumers’ shopping carts is on the rise — a 3.5 per cent
annual increase to be exact. And growth is taking place across nearly all business segments,
from hot sauces and seasonings to marinades and beyond.
“Retailers now carry more than just Old El Paso and Taco Bell,” says Elaine D’Souza, brand
manager at Tree of Life. “A lot of importance is also given to fresh and high quality ingredients.”
Kyle Leslie, vice-president of business development for Star Marketing agrees that customers
are looking for quality products when shopping for Mexican food. “Mexican category shoppers
are looking for a convenient ‘one stop shop’ of healthy products offering variety and
innovation,” he says.
One significant way retailers can promote Mexican food sales is to create convenient ‘one stop
shopping’ for customers. “When promoting or featuring the category, create vehicles that
provide a complete meal solution, such as shells, sauces, salsa, seasonings and beans,” says
Leslie. “The shopper seeks convenience and variety.”
Another way to promote sales growth is cross-merchandising. “High in-basket occurrences
with Mexican and Hispanic food includes ground beef, chicken, shredded cheese and sour
cream,” says Leslie. “It’s recommended to cross-promote these categories or to place Mexican
food promotional material near them to foster cross-shop.” D’Souza agrees in strategically
placing Mexican food products across the store and not just in the traditional ethnic food
section. “Salsa can be cross-merchandized with the meats, fish, on deli countertops or with
chips, especially during the holiday entertaining season, Super Bowl and Cinco de Mayo.”
D’Souza’s comment on timing is something to consider when merchandising. Hispanic
food categories peak in the fall and winter months. This is partly because
the food category is seasonally driven — eight key periods
drive 1/5 of annual sales. This includes Mexican
Independence Day in September,
Thanksgiving, Christmas, Las
Posadas, New Years, the
Super Bowl, Easter and
Cinco de Mayo.
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Product Showcase
The best new Mexican food products
Going Organic
“We will be launching a line of organic refried and regular beans under
the Casa Fiesta brand. Consumers more and more are looking for
healthier and organic options; and currently within the Mexican category there are very few healthy and organic options to choose
from. We plan on launching these beans within the next six months.”
– Kyle Leslie, vice-president of business development for Star Marketing

Pumpkin Pie Spice and Everything Nice
“We have just unveiled a new pumpkin salsa full of pumpkin pie spice
notes Traditional Mexican food often incorporates cinnamon and other
ingredients that many consumers are not aware of. We look forward
to consumers cooking, for example, shredded chicken tacos topped
with pumpkin salsa.”
– Doug Renfro, president of Renfro Foods

Not Your Average Salsa
“Another great addition to the Mexican category is a line of high end
specialty salsas from Jardine’s. These are not your typical ‘salsas’ and
the flavours and ingredients used are amazing. Such as, black bean
and corn, garlic chipotle and ghost pepper. These are not in the
Canadian market either but will be in the next six months.”
– Kyle Leslie, vice-president of business development for Star Marketing

Bringing the Taco Truck Home
“One last line we are launching is a line of street taco sauces. Street
vendors are becoming so popular that we want to bring this experience
to the grocery store for consumers at home. The brand in the US falls
under Jardine’s but in Canada we will have it under Casa Fiesta.”
– Kyle Leslie, vice-president of business development for Star Marketing
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Leslie agrees that Mexican holidays, such as Cinco
de Mayo, are great opportunities to have themed
displays, which will help increase sales. “This is a
great way to introduce the cuisine to people who
typically might not already eat Mexican food,” Leslie
says. It will also attract people who are “already
consuming Mexican dishes because of the themed
display.” With regards to food displays, Leslie
suggests,to“using
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added value to the grocery basket.”
Retailers can also capitalize on new, popular and
trending Mexican food recipes by monitoring social
media, such as Pinterest, says Renfro. There are
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using yogurt and hot salsa is trending hugely, the
retailer can then put a display of hot salsa next to
the yogurt section, along with recipe handouts
and/or coupons for either.”
Finally, retailers can show customers how to
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still popular,” but that showing the customer meal
ideas using Mexican products goes a long way. For
example,
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base.
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as a
sauce. The possibilities are unlimited.”

For Those Chocolate Cravings
“Abuelita is a new brand of chocolate tablets or powdered mix used
to make Mexican-style hot chocolate, also known as chocolate para
mesa. It’s delicious and frothy; and an essential part of the Hispanic
kitchen. You can use it to bring a more authentic taste to traditional
dishes like mole, for special occasions (it’s often prepared for Las
Posadas) or for when you have a little (or big) chocolate craving.”
– Miguel Gutierrez, Tree of Life

●

retail collaboration
By Jeff Doucette

Merger vs. Organic Growth
– How To Successfully Grow A Supermarket Chain
Both approaches are playing out in Western Canada with varying results.

O

ver the past decade we have seen a
lot of changes in the retail grocery
landscape in Western Canada. From
the roll-out of Walmart Supercentres to
the entry (and exit) of Target on the Mass
Merchandiser front; to the purchase of
Canada Safeway assets by Sobeys in the
blockbuster supermarket deal in 2013
— Western Canada has been a rapidly
evolving battleground for grocery dollars.
When the $5.8 billion Sobeys / Safeway
deal was finalized, Paul Sobey, the CEO of
Sobeys parent Empire Co. said “The
addition of Canada Safeway represents a
unique and highly strategic opportunity
to leverage Sobeys’ modern asset base and
provides us with a new and exciting
platform for growth as we move forward.”
Jump forward almost three years and
the tone has changed. The integration of
the two business has not gone as hoped
and in March Sobeys took a $1.59 billion
write-down on the value of the Safeway
business. In July, Sobeys CEO Marc Poulin
left the business on the heels of building
losses related to the Safeway deal.
Admittedly, the timing of the Sobeys /
Safeway deal, which happened just
before the start of the fall in oil prices
and the related impacts on the Alberta
economy in particular, made for a
challenging environment in which to pull
off an integration of this magnitude.
While I am not trying to be an
armchair-CEO, it seems that the pressure
from shareholders for Sobeys to produce
efficiencies from the Safeway deal may
have resulted in the business going too
far, too fast in merging supply chain,
private label programs and back-end
operations and this ultimately acted as
a weight for both the Sobeys West and
Safeway businesses.

An interesting comparison can be made
with mergers in the airline industry in the
United States. Take the recent integration
of American Airlines and US Airways,
which created the largest US airline.
While operational efficiencies and
complementary businesses with low
overlap were also at the heart of this deal,
the fact that both airlines had unique
operators certificates and unions created
natural speedbumps in the merger process
that may be annoying on the surface but
may have given the companies the breathing
room it needed to properly merge everything
from websites and reservation systems to
loyalty programs and airplane livery. Even
when United and Continental merged back in
2011, passengers were travelling on United
branded planes but the crews manning the
flights are still staffed either exclusively
United or Continental crews.
This raises the question of what if
Sobeys had just let Safeway run as it
always had as a stand-alone entity and
took a more measured approach to
integration instead of ripping off the
Band-Aid as quickly as they did.
Arguably, the outcomes would have
been better overall.
Even the merger of Loblaw and SDM,
which increased the bargaining power of
Loblaw and provided a huge boost in sales
seems to have taken a more balanced
approach, potentially due to the fact that
this was the merger of a grocer and a drug
store chain. While some easy wins like
introducing President’s Choice products
and expanding some food offerings
happened fairly quickly, stickier issues
like merging Optimum and PC Plus
offerings are still being worked out.
On the other side of the coin, there is
another growth strategy taking place in

Western Canada with the slow advance of
Save On Foods from its traditional base in
the Lower Mainland and Edmonton to
stretch all the way to Winnipeg in the
coming months.
The growth strategy overseen by
Overwaitea Food Group President Darrell
Jones has seen the retailer merge much
of its own operations under the Save-On
Foods banner, expand its supply chain to
support new store openings including a
push into the Calgary market in 2013
and being opportunistic in picking up
stores that came available through the
Sobeys / Safeway deal and the demise of
Target. Save-On has even announced
plans to open a store in Whitehorse in
the Yukon sometime next year.
One key difference in the strategy set
forth by Sobeys and Overwaitea is that
Sobeys is a publically traded company,
while Overwaitea is owned by the Jim
Pattison group, Canada’s second largest
privately held corporation. The lack of
“market pressure” has allowed Jones
and his team to take a systematic
approach to growth while still having
the financial backing to make moves
when the opportunity arises.
Now that Save-On is present in
Manitoba, it is easy to draw the
conclusion that Overwaitea is doing the
heavy lifting so that the retail network
meets the Metro network at the Ontario
border, fueling some speculation that a
merger of these two players could
eventually be announced.
If that day ever comes, hopefully the
integration team immerses themselves
in the details of both the Safeway/
Sobeys and Loblaw/SDM deals to ensure
best practices are adapted and mistakes
are not repeated.
●

Jeff Doucette is the founder of “Field Agent Canada” a smartphone driven audit service that is revolutionizing how retail audits
and mystery shops are completed in Canada. He can be reached at jeff.doucette@fieldagentcanada.com
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in the bag

WHAT’S NEW & IMPROVED IN THE GROCERY AISLE

Fibre 1 Cheesecake
Bars Allow you to
Have Your Cake
and Eat It Too:
New Melitta Single Serve 100 per cent
Certified Compostable Pods
For over 100 years, Melitta has been on a relentless pursuit to
make your coffee better. Today, consumers love the convenience of
single serve but want a more environmentally-responsible solution.
The company’s latest innovation is the world’s first certified compostable coffee pods. Melitta only uses premium coffee, perfectly
roasted in small batches, ensuring consistency and quality. Their filter-brewed coffee pods deliver a rich, smooth cup every time.
Contact your local Melitta sales rep or visit www.melitta.ca.

Bothwell Launches New Varieties
This summer Bothwell Cheese launched six varieties of natural
sliced cheese: Medium Cheddar (189g), Extra Old White Cheddar
(189g), Jalapeño Monterey Jack (168g), Red Hot Chili Pepper
(168g), Smoked Gouda (168g) and Horseradish Cheddar (168g).

These convenient resealable trays help cut down on prep
time, making sandwich making and grilling a breeze.

New CoreLink Case
Controller

Fisherman’s Friend: Sucrose Free
Tough Love for What Ails Your Throat
Canada’s No.1 Throat Lozenge has launched a new 360 degree
consumer advertising campaign starting this October to drive sales
throughout the 2016-2017 cold & cough season. Featuring five
sucrose free flavours including new Honey-Lemon, Fisherman’s
Friend offers tough love that is uniquely effective. Fisherman’s
Friend brand has the highest trips per shopper and highest amount
of dollars spent in the category, returning to buy Fisherman’s
Friend more than other brands.
Contact TFB & Associates at (905) 940.0889

Hussmann has introduced CoreLink,
an electronic case controller for use in
refrigerated display cases with Hussmann modular coils. While the two or
three modular coils used in Hussmann
medium temperature, multi-deck cases
provide energy efficiency, temperature
consistency and stability, CoreLink further enhances case performance with
control algorithms for tighter temperature control and improved
energy efficiency. CoreLink provides superior temperature control
reducing temperature swings to help maintain food freshness and
reduce food loss. With CoreLink a single electronic controller and
valve driver can manage up to three electronic expansion valves
(EEVs) and control many other case functions, including lights,
valves, fans, defrost and anti-sweat, resulting in up to 10 per cent
reduction in energy consumption.

Happy Planet Launches New
Fresh Soups
Happy Planet is launching three new all-natural fresh
soups, expanding their meal solution options to appeal to an
even broader range of consumer needs and tastes; Korean
Hot & Sour inspired by the booming popularity of Korean cuisine and Chicken Pot Pie and Tomato Grilled Cheese part of
the new line of ‘Local Faves’ fresh soups, based on Canadians’ favourite comfort foods.

Great Tasting and Healthier–
For-You Dessert Option
Just launched, new Fibre 1 Cheesecake Bars are both delicious,
and serve as a healthier-for-you dessert alternative. At only 150
calories, and with the added benefit of fibre, these bars allow you
to have what you crave. Fibre 1 Cheesecake Bars are available in
Key Lime and Chocolate flavours. “For many people cheesecake
is the gold-standard of desserts,” said Jason Doolan, director of
marketing, General Mills Canada. “The new line of Fibre 1
Cheesecake Bars allow you to savour that same rich cheesecake
taste, but in a healthier-for-you serving.

Big Chief:
The Perfect
Go Anywhere,
Do Anything
Snack!
Your customers will
want to satisfy that
snack craving with the
flavour explosion of Big Chief Meat Snacks Inc. new Jalapeno
and Original Beef ‘N Cheez! This gluten free, high protein and
low calorie meat snack is a combination of real cheese and
mouthwatering, soft and tender beef stick.
For further information, email: pbendzik@bigchief.ca or visit
www.bigchiefmeatsnacks.com

New from Willow Creek Organic
Willow Creek has introduced a new Organic gluten free line of
oatmeal products. Canadian consumers have asked for more
gluten free products at a great price, and Willow Creek has
responded with a line of the freshest tasting gluten free Oatmeals
at some of the best pricing in the market.
For more information: sales@willowcreekorganics.com

advertisers index

Happy Planet
Launches New
Daily Squeeze
Fresh Fruit +
Veg Juices
Treat Yourself Like Royalty!
Flour, butter, sugar — everyone knows what goes into shortbread. What sets Rose’s Shortbread apart is her family’s secret
recipe, wholesome ingredients and attention to detail. Rich with
tradition, one of the most famous Scottish practices is the baking of shortbread, a sumptuous, butter-filled treat originally
made only for royalty. Rose’s Shortbread is a secret family recipe
that is generations old.
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Happy Planet is launching Daily Squeeze; a new line of fresh, allnatural fruit + vegetable juices delivering both the delicious taste
and nourishment consumers are seeking. Daily Squeeze fresh
juices are available in three unique 900mL flavours designed to
delight consumers’ taste buds and nourish their bodies every day;
• Green Apple, Kiwi, Kale and Spinach,
• Blackcurrant, Beets and Purple Carrot,
• Mango, Carrot and Orange.
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taking stock

By Glenn Fraser, MNP National Leader, Food & Beverage Processing

Fine-Tune Your Strategies
Before Entering the Export Market
Consider the demographics:
Compared to the Canadian retail environment, which
tends to be dominated by national players, regional retail
players rule in the more densely populated U.S. Therefore,
the decision to play regionally or nationally will require
different strategies.

Look at your logistics

T

he decline of the loonie against the U.S. greenback presents new opportunities for food and beverage processors
looking to expand their sales network outside of Canada.
Not only does the weaker dollar give more buying power to
U.S. manufacturers looking for deals at a 30 per cent
discount, Canadian processors — particularly those in the
trending organics and health and wellness space — can
benefit as they become cost-competitive with their American
counterparts. As well, exporting a product into the U.S. could
be a good hedge to offset increased costs of ingredients
brought in from the U.S. or purchased in U.S. dollars.

The window for expansion is open;
the question is how.
As in any business venture, conducting solid research is
a key component to success. Is there a market for the
product? Is foodservice a good fit or is going retail more
realistic? Will the expansion be regional or national? And
does targeting an export market further afield in Mexico,
Europe or Asia make sense?
Understanding the differences in marketplace dynamics
is vital when considering expanding outside of domestic
shores. Know the product you manufacture and understand
the consumption preferences of
the market you want to sell into to
make sure there is a fit. While the
U.S. market is closely aligned with
Canada, it still has its nuances and
quirks that often differ from
Canadian markets.

Any expansion will likely require hiring new staff,
finding distributors, possibly contracting work out or even
manufacturing product in the United States. All of these
strategies will have cost, tax and regulatory implications,
on both sides of the border, so be sure to be onside tax and
reporting requirements. Consulting with a
professional advisor on both tax and
regulatory issues will help
ensure compliance at home
and abroad and avoid
unnecessary challenges.
The softer Canadian
currency can help you
cut your teeth on
export markets close
to home. Pick the
territory you want to
test your market in;
if there is a fit and
you are going to move
forward, test something
regionally and then, if successful, pick another market
and do the same thing. Undertake
expansion in chunks you can manage
and absorb. Keep it close to home so you can modify or
change something quickly if necessary. The most common
stumbling blocks for companies expanding outside of
Canada are not doing their research upfront and trying to
grow too big, too fast.
Ultimately, betting on an exchange rate to shore up a
business plan is risky because it is out of your control. The
best strategy always is to differentiate yourself in the market
via your product and to be cost-competitive. So, jump on
that export bandwagon — once you’re truly prepared.
●

For more information, contact Glenn Fraser, MNP National Leader, Food & Beverage Processing,
at 877-251-2922 or glenn.fraser@mnp.ca
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